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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
The work of Paul Tournier Is directed to the healing professions.
He speaks to the medical professions with a profound knowledge of science
and Christianity. But he speaks more specifically to the many ministers
who find themselves inadequately prepared to deal with people's problems.
He feels that troubled people often receive advice without really being
understood. The pastor may typify the problem and diagnose it as sin,
and attempt a cure through exhortations of doctrine and discipline. The
sin is forgiven, but the complex personality that committed the error is
neglected until it is revealed again in a sinful act.
PROBLEM AND JUSTIFICATION
The pastor is not expected to practice psychotherapy but he can
render service equal in value to depth counseling. The Church in its
traditional and historical role has emphasized the evangelism of the
world and the preservation of historic doctrine, but has not labored
enough at the task of continually caring for its souls. A definite need
for person-to-person care is evident from the rapid rise and success of
the psychoanalytical practice. This has afforded the individual with a
listening ear and the opportunity for confession in a non- judgmental
atmosphere. "It was necessary to invent psychoanalysis in order to make
1
up for the failure of the Church in the care of men's souls." Protes
tantism, from all appearances, has concentrated on preaching almost to
the exclusion of pastoral care.
Problem
The problem to which this thesis speaks is that of all people
who desire more intimate and honest relationships. Their fear of peo
ple keeps them in hiding and this may influence their health and behav-
ior. The sense of the "person" needs to be discovered behind the
"personage".^ Their desire to know themselves and to understand others
is frustrated by their own fear of being known. Christ understood each
person to whom He preached and they went away understanding all of life
and their purpose in it. It follows that if the Church is to continue
the ministry of Christ, it must add to its theological emphasis a doc
trine of the person. Tournier presents such a perspective of the pastor'
role where the ministry of the person is also the ministry of the grace
of God. He seeks to recover not only the soul but the whole man for
the Kingdom. Salvation to the entire man and the person which is the
center of personality is really the object of the salvation experience.
^Paul Tournier, The Healing of Persons, trans. Edwin Hudson
(New York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1965), p. 232.
^The word "person," which appears throughout this thesis, is one
of Tournier 's descriptive terms and is used to define more clearly the
inner spirit of man. Henceforth, it will not appear in quotation marks.
This term is further discussed in Chapter 2.
�^"Personage," as used by Tournier, designates the outer facade
which acts to hide and protect the person. This term is further dis
cussed in Chapter 2, and will henceforth not appear in quotation marks.
3Purpose
The primary purpose of this thesis is to present a synthesis
of Tournier 's thought with an emphasis on its relevance to pastoral care.
Attention will be given to the basic principles and to their application
to the pastor's vocation as God's instrument in the relationship with
man. The intent is to demonstrate how the pastor can successfully use
and accept psychiatric principles to enhance his ministry of grace and
healing without sacrificing its mystery. Tournier not only writes from
a Christian background but presents his material in the context of the
Scriptures. He has many insights to offer to the art of pastoral counsel
ing and to the pastor's understanding of the person.
The thesis will attempt to survey Tournier 's works and arrive at
a practical and reasonable addition to pastoral technique. By creating
an awareness of a doctrine of man which more adequately explains the
behavior, motivation and desires of man as he is created in the image of
God, it is hoped that the time spent by the pastor in counseling may
contribute to a more constructive relationship.
This thesis will conclude that the pastor's role is not primarily
that of preacher, but is more closely related to the continuing care of
souls. It is a care that is built on sharing relationships in honest
and open communion with one another and with God. By becoming aware of
God's intercourse with man through individual relationships, the pastor
will see the advantage and lasting effects of his own relationships.
BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH OF TOURNIER
The biographical information is divided into sections which
include his childhood experiences, and any other meaningful experiences
4that had bearing on his attitudes and philosophy of life. Naturally,
his education and training as well as his religious impressions are a
part of his maturing perspective. His profession is a very real part
of his inner motivations and goals. Other than writing continually,
he has lectured around the world and is involved in many related endeav
ors, making a substantial contribution in many areas in which he actively
participates .
Birth and Childhood
The earliest facts begin with the death of his father. His
father was seventy at the time of his death, but Paul Tournier x^as only
about seven months old when this happened. He lived alone with his
mother until she contracted cancer of the breast and died leaving him
without family at the age of five. "I know what it is to be an orphan
myself, and I live my earthly life in the hope of finding my parents
4
again in the heavenly resurrection."
In spite of the hardship brought about by these deaths, his
childhood was not spent in an orphanage. He did feel at times that no
one took an interest in him because he apparently did not amount to
anything. There was an exception of the few good-hearted people who
cared for him.
I also was brought up in a Christian home, which was possibly
less intensely pious than it would have been had my parents lived.
This spared me from passing through a period of rebellion before
finding myself. . .
^Paul Tournier, The Meaning of Persons, trans. Edwin Hudson (New
York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1957), p. 72.
5paul Tournier, A Place for You, trans. Edwin Hudson (New York:
Harper & Row, Publishers, 1968), p. 133.
5Meaningful Experiences
Christianity was a part of Tournier 's early and most-remembered
experiences. It has been his place in life from the time of his youth.
When he was a student he declared himself to be a Christian without fully
realizing that the faith he professed was no more than a bundle of philo
sophical ideas and a personal attachment to Jesus Christ. Nevertheless
he was an active participant in the church and in the student societies
where he made many speeches, led Bible study and wrote a few articles on
Calvinistic theology. He recalls that it was more theoretical than
practical.
Another person who cared for him was a Greek language professor
who counseled him in the years of formal learning. According to Tournier,
he had a real sense of what a person is. The professor could sense that
Tournier 's person was alive but in deep solitude. He came to the aid of
this very much alone student, allowed Tournier to regain consciousness
of his human nature and helped him realize that he could come into con
tact with others and have dialogue vrith those about him. From that
moment on Tournier was able to move into society with greater ease than
ever before. He was student body president, he founded a student organi
zation, he was a delegate to the International Red Cross and founded an
international committee to help children.^
His personality and philosophy of life developed from the severe
experiences of his life. He sees himself as one of extreme reserve which
^Tournier, A Place for You, p. 133.
^Paul Tournier, "I Myself in Front of Him" (Part II of a paper
delivered at the I-Hieaton Graduate School Lectures of 1961, April 1961,
Wheaton, Illinois), p. 7.
6he attributes not only to heredity but also to his being raised in an
environment of strict Calvinism. His present membership remains with
the Reformed Church. He is timid and generally unsociable, having to
ask God daily to liberate him that he may be at the disposal of others.
He has often retreated within himself since the death of his parents in
his early childhood. From that time, many of his hours were spent in
lonely solitude. He was incapable of finding contact with other people
because his timidity made others feel ill at ease and that prevented them
from reaching out to him. What he longed for most with others seemed
g
also to hinder his finding it. To this day he has always been afraid
to meet a new person. His first reaction is one of fear. He would
contribute this to his experience as an orphan.
Because of his fear of people he found himself to be terribly
lonely. His only entrance into a conversation was through his aptitude
for formulating and defending ideas. But none of these delivered him
from his secret dissatisfactions� they served only to hide them. Com
promise and defeat were his constant companions as he matured. Even
after joining the church and working zealously for its cause he still
9
felt alone and out of place.
Amid these trials there is evidence of extreme suffering. He
has had severe diseases which were followed by long periods of recovery.
There was an automobile accident in which his wife and child were injured
and his uncle, who was a father to him, was killed. His wife, at another
time, suffered a broken leg which brought additional suffering to the
^Tournier, "I Myself in Front of Him," p. 6.
^Paul Tournier, Th^e S^ron^^ and t^ trans. Edwin Hudson
(Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1963), p. 131.
7family. And after studying to be a doctor he found that his medical
career was not as satisfying as he had hoped. Tournier remembers:
Ever since I had been a child I had wanted to be a doctor and I
believed that I wanted to be a doctor in order to have this contact
with people through a very human profession and in this way avoid
my solitude and get around it."-^^
But instead of seeing the human side, he was launched into the scientific
studies and medicine.
There is in me the troubled and anxious man, full of doubts about
himself and about everything else, who himself knows all the anxieties
and all the failures that my patients come to confess to me. There
is in me the steadfast believer, who has had solid experience of God's
grace, and who witnesses to it with conviction. In me there is one
who wishes to see himself and show himself, clearly, as he is; and
there is one who wishes to parade even this honest desire. There is
in me the doctor who believes passionately in his medicine, and
eagerly runs to help his fellowmen; there is in me the egoist and
skeptic, who would like to run away and hide in a solitary cabin. -^^
It was in the crisis of this frustration that he underx^ent a
spiritual experience which went deep into his life. In this experience
he began to feel much of the artificiality in the zeal of defending doc-
12
trines which he could not live. Since he was a Christian it was not a
conversion to anything. Indeed, all of his true beliefs and convictions
were enhanced. But up to that time his faith had been somewhat intel
lectual. He had a system of ideas about God, Christ and man. He was
realizing, though, that there was another side to this which he lacked�
the surrender of his own will and the acceptance of the sovereignty of
God over his real, concrete, daily life. After a time of prayer he
Tournier, "I Myself in Front of Him," p. 7.
�Tournier, The Meaning of Persons, p. 73.
Tournier, The Strong and the VJeak. p. 131.
surrendered his person and his attitude was changed. He became com-
13
mitted to a much more personal life, a life of new meaning.
Profession
Tournier has been a practicing physician in Geneva since 1928.
It is less by inclination than by vocation that he interests himself in
the world of people. Because of his shyness and desire for solitude he
is reluctant to enter into company. He feels that God has called him to
his profession to understand and help people.
He began as a medical doctor but his interest in the whole man
led him to the practice of psychiatry also. However, he does not see
himself as a psychoanalyst. Therefore, he is not only a doctor of the
mind but also a doctor of the body. He believes that a psychologist
lacks the main element in forming case judgments. Anatomy and physiology
are still the fundamental bases of knowledge about man.^^
Furthermore, he expands this concept of his profession into a
threefold vocation: medical, psychological, and spiritual. He observes
that:
It is bad enough to fall into a technical routine as a doctor
or as a psychologist; it is much worse to turn soul-healing into a
matter of routine. I confess that it is this spiritual vocation
which interests me most, for the very reason that all my experience
has taught me the limitations of medicine and of psychology, and
because the supreme and universal need of man is to find God.-'-^
There is a very personal reason for remaining in a broad field
of practice and not specializing or becoming identified with any one school
of thought.
^^Paul Tournier, The Adventure of Livijig. trans. Edwin Hudson
(New York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1965), p. 194.
^Tournier, The Meaning of Persons, p. 102.
�'�^Toumier- The Meaning of Persons, p. 37.
9To some extent the reason was so that I could remain in my own
place, a little garden open to all the winds, without any enclosing
wall. So I belong to no particular school of thought, and all the
seeds that blow from any direction into ray garden may germinate
there. Moreover I can cultivate an interest in the whole of medi
cine, and not in psychiatry alone.
He is aware of his relation to the other professions and of his
indebtedness to them. He seems himself not as their equals but as one
who is permitted by grace to contribute and move within the healing
profession. Using the same garden imagery Tournier explains his situation.
As for me, I came into its garden involuntarily, by a back door,
without an admission ticket of any colour and without an official
badge. I stroll about off the beaten tracks. I find it very touch
ing therefore that qualified psychologists tolerate my presence
politely and that some even give me a friendly welcome. And accord
ing to my humour, I can take the silence of the others as respect
rather than contempt.
It is true that sometimes I stray into the flowerbeds of men of
letters or theologians; this makes me seem like one of those 'enfants
terribles' to whom so much is forgiven. Similarly, in olden times,
in the courts of kings, the fool had the right to utter incongruities,
even some truths at times, to the mighty of this world without repri
mand.
And I have done this sort of thing all my life, and I realize
that it is not unconnected with our problem of guilt and our need
to exorcise it. For if a man specializes deeply in one field, he
is not excused for making a mistake in it. l-Jhilst an amateur, a
Jack-of-all-trades , enjoys a benevolent indulgence . -^^
Out of this garden of fertile thoughts and creative ideas Tournier
has attempted to fulfill his calling to reflect on the confrontation of
18
truths revealed by psychoanalysis with those of the Bible.
Current Endeavors and Contributions
Tournier has made significant contributions to the understanding
of psychiatry and its relation to the Christian faith. He has endeavored
l^Toumier. A Place for You, p. 87.
l^Paul Tournier, Guilt & Grace, trans. Arthur W. Heathcote (New
York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1962), p. 126.
�'�^Toumier, A Place for You, p. 7.
10
to emphasize the spirit of man as well as the body and mind. He has
held that the prime motivation is not reflex behavior but the inner soul
of man. His ideas are widely circulated through his many books which
have been translated into ten languages. He is much in demand as a
speaker in both the religious and medical circles.
Tournier is also credited with the establishing of an inter
national conference of doctors who first met in 1947 at the Ecumenical
Institute of Bossey. He was accompanied by Dr. A. Header of Zurich and
Dr. J. de Rougemont of Lyons. The entire group was composed of profes
sors, general practitioners, surgeons, psychiatrists and other specialists.
Various denominations were also represented, including Calvinists, Roman
Catholics, Lutherans, Orthodox and Jews. The bond that brought them
together was their common concern over the insufficiency of modern
medical practice, with its excessive specialization. There was also
disgust with the premium placed on technique which creates a less than
human relationship. A need for a deeper commitment of themselves to the
19
relationship with the patient was part of the issue that united them.
Out of his colorful life and varied experiences comes his unique
contribution to the healing professions. Tournier 's ideas of the whole
man and the inner recesses of the personality are now being shared with
the world.
ORIENTATION OF THOUGHT
Method of Approach
This thesis is a synthesis and application of Tournier 's works
Paul Tournier, A Doctor's Casebook, trans. Edwin Hudson (New
York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1960), p. 20.
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to pastoral care. It focuses topically on various themes that recur in
his writings and seeks to clarify their meanings for the pastoral coun
selor. His concept of man is basic to understanding his thought, but
within the general subject are his definitions of man's personality and
existence. The ideas of person and personage are the heart of his con
tributions. Understanding man's situation and nature as well as his
religious needs adds to the awareness of the whole man that is so
necessary to the proper approach to his problems.
The study of man is followed by a review of Tournier 's under
standing of God and how revelation can relate to the whole person. Tournier
holds that God is the most important factor in man's development, and adds
that God should be the primary force in this becoming process. He allows
God's sovereign rule but permits man the autonomy of choosing and sur
rendering to partake of this adventure with God.
These two topics of man and God are joined in a practical approach
to man's situation. The principles of Tournier 's counseling methods occur
as an intricate part of his emotions and attitudes toward those for whom
he cares. His ideas are not altogether new but are an amplification of
beliefs about the spirit of man which have never been in proper focus
(i.e., interaction of body, mind and spirit, and the development of the
spirit) . The thesis surveys his philosophy of counseling and how he views
the counseling relationship, especially in the light of the pastor's role.
Scope and Perspective
This thesis seeks only to evaluate Tournier 's work. Because of
the space and the danger of overgeneralization, it cannot include a com
parison with current pastoral care materials. Nor does it attempt to
12
present a critical analysis of Tournier 's ideas x-^ith currently accepted
practices. And this thesis does not seek to interpret his works except
as it would directly apply to the purpose set forth.
The perspective is psychological in theory and practice. There
fore, theological issues and doctrines are purposefully neglected in
order to present a more concise and less argumentative paper. Tournier
needs no theological defense and his material is presented with as much
objectivity as possible. The perspective of the research is generally
medical but is always applied to the biblical and pastoral practice.
Chapter 2
AN EVALUATION OF MAN'S PERSONALITY AND EXISTENCE
There has been a ceaseless flow of knowledge from many schools
of thought attempting to describe man and his situation. The psychiatric
discipline is concerned with man's reaction to this world and his devel
opment within his environment. Tournier has studied man in varied
aspects of his existence and has had adequate opportunity in his prac
tice to observe the many facets of man. He believes that man functions
as a unity, reacts as a unity, and exists as one organism. But he dis
tinguishes, for academic purposes only, different facets of the same
person. Basically, Tournier perceives man through a theoretical
trichotomy. He expresses his views in the traditional terms of body,
mind and spirit, with the emphasis on the spiritual aspect. However,
these distinctions are not as obvious to his casual readers as to his
students. His terms personage and person are defined to imply the
trichotomy idea. The personage as the expression of the individual is
synonymous with body and mind. The person is equal to the spirit
concept.
UNDERSTANDING THE PERSON
Tournier observes the world as two worlds depending on the
person's perception and relationship to them. His idea is very much in
agreement with that of Martin Buber's "I - It" and "I - Thou"
13
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relationships.^ The two worlds are described as the impersonal and the
personal: the world of things and the world of men and God. And the
Individual enters into a relationship with either, depending on the
spirit in which he approaches them.
The one world of things is observed through its mechanisms,
its biological functions and psychological reactions. In Buber's terms,
this is the world of the "I - It" relationship where the person is
indifferent to his surroundings. The world is merely an object of his
perception. Art, philosophy and religion have become things in a col
lection of concepts, formulas, definitions and systems. Even man is
perceived and studied as a thing which is depersonalized and divested
of his unique spiritual qualities. In the world of things there are
no meanings .
On the other hand, there is the personal world. ^-Jhen the
individual opens himself to the world of persons and becomes a person
himself, life is no longer in the objective but takes on meaning. The
meaning of things is then on the order of the person or the spirit. By
becoming a person, there is the discovery of other persons with whom the
"I - Thou" relationship of Buber is established. The world of things
then becomes the world of persons. The entire world no longer has the
characteristics of the personage or facade but becomes transparent and
alive to the person as he enters into a dialogue with it.
Martin Buber, I and Thou, trans. Ronald Gregor Smith (2nd ed.;
New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1958).
^Paul Tournier, The Meaning of Persons, trans. Edwin Hudson
(New York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1957), p. 183.
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There is, then, in the first world "it-places," "it-people," and
"it-gods". All are objects of their respective sets as, for example,
God is the object of religion. Thus, everything a person contacts in
his world takes on the tone-quality of thing or of person according to
whether the person considers himself a thing (personage) or a person
with respect to it. This quality is a preconception which depends on
the person remaining a stranger to the world or integrating himself into
It."^ By this integrating action he enters a different relationship
involving his person with the person of the other.
There are, according to Tournier, two distinct worlds: that of
the apparent and external life of the personage, or the so-called imper
sonal world; and the second which is the deep, hidden life of the person
or the spirit, the so-called personal world. But the two are indisso-
lubly linked while distinct. They may coincide and yet differ. The
personage is bound up with society while the person is bound up with
God. The tone of one is reflected in the other. ^ At any rate, each
should be studied in detail in order to gain an understanding of the
human personality as Tournier understands it.
The Personage
The idea of the personage includes what is traditionally thought
of as the mind and the body, which are the spirit's media of expression.
In addition, the personage is fashioned by instincts, egoisms, vanities
and ambitions along with inherited and learned traits. It also may have
Paul Tournier, A Place for You, trans. Edwin Hudson (New York:
Harper & Row, Publishers, 1968), p. 13.
^Paul Tournier, The Adventure of Living, trans. Edwin Hudson
(New York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1965), p. 128.
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the appearance corresponding to that required by parents, professions,
society, and other external pressures.^ Personal concerns and secret
ideals may be hidden behind such things as titles, positions, doctrines
and degrees. The meaning of the term personage is comparable to the
meaning of Carl Jung's "persona" which he uses to express the idea of
"
� . . a mask worn by the person in response to the demands of social
convention and tradition and to his own inner archetypal needs. It is
the role assigned to him by society . . . ."^
The personage is a very natural and necessary facet of the
personality because in a sense it is God-given. Tournier believes that
at the fall of Adam the personage was bestowed as a part of his separa
tion from God. From the time Adam was aware of his own sin and for
shame hid from God, mankind has been living in a tension, a nostalgia
for the days of communion with God in the garden. Man has felt the
need to hide his shortcomings and become as a god so he clothed himself
and fabricated a personage. He secretly desires to be found by God and
by his fellow man as a person but when confronted face to face he hides
behind his fabrication. The personage, as a necessary fabrication, is
a result of sin and of awareness of sin. It is interesting that a child
-'Tournier, The Meaning of Persons, p. 36.
^Paul Tournier, Escape From Loneliness, trans. John S. Gilmour
(Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1962), p. 33.
Calvin S. Hall and Gardner Lindzey, Theories of Personality
(New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1967), p. 83.
^Paul Tournier, "This Man In Front of Me," (Part I of a paper
delivered at the Wheaton Graduate School Lectures of 1961, April 1961,
Wheaton, Illinois), p. 2.
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in its innocence does not maintain such a facade nor does it foster one
in others .
Human beings are different only according to this external mask.
The spirit of man is created in the likeness of God but because it is
separated from the source of security and identity it must create its
own security and identity according to the form required by the environ
ment. These appearances hide the identical inner personality and
deceive or estrange others as objects and things. Each is afraid that
his inner weakness will be discovered and that his secret faults will
reveal themselves to others and to God. Thus, each person reacts
accordingly to gain his own altruistic goals. Moment by moment attitude
and words are governed by the personage. Man actually is a slave to
his personage which he invented to impress others and because man never
truly expresses his person he is always in representation.^^
The whole of our education, our titles, honors and decorations,
our daily experience of life, our relationships, friendships, rela
tives, possessions, all go to make up our personage; they impart to
it its peculiar physiognomy, and either consolidate or compromise
our relations with everyone we meet.^^
The personage is molded by its reactions and responses to the
world. In this light the fabrication is a system of automatic reactions
and habits used to cope or communicate with the world. These reactions
will be studied further under the topic, The Nature of Man, in this
chapter. ^'Ihen contemporary psychology observes the personage, it records
^Paul Tournier, The Strong and the Weak, trans. Edwin Hudson
(Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1963), p. 21.
10^
11,
12.
The Meaning of Persons, p. 30.
The Meaning of Persons, p. 32.
The Meaning of Persons, p. 33.
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a mechanistic form of behavior after the schools of Freud, Jung, Adler
or Pavlov. And it traces these to their minutest form in search of the
cause which is the force of life. Tournier considers the addition of
the concept of the person a completion of the view of man and necessary
to the understanding of the human being by science and religion.
The Person
The foundation of science and technology with its emphasis upon
the observable has forced the realm of the spirit of man to vanish
nearly from the scope of investigation. The sense of the person has
been almost lost. Because of its unbearable nakedness, the spirit has
been suppressed. Ever since man has suppressed God he has lost his own
sense of personhood. The emphasis on the impersonal, objective world
and the ever-present awareness of the personal world has resulted in
the perpetual struggle between these two incompatible realities. When
man closed his perception to the world of the person and the spirit, he
13rendered himself incomprehensible to his ovra consciousness. Man has
lost his sense of the personal. The experience of being, the "I am
alive," is no longer a natural state, but a much-sought-after experience
and mode of existence.
Many believe that a complete conception of the person can be
recovered only if the personage is abandoned and with it the two opposing
worlds of the spirit and body.^*^ But complete recovery of personhood and
its unity with the world is only possible when the emphasis of investigation
�'��^Paul Tournier, The Whole Person in a^ Broken World, trans . John
and Helen Doberstein (New York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1964), p. 36.
^^Toumier, The I^Jhole Person in a Broken World, p. 50.
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is returned to the world of the spirit. "We must learn again," insists
Tournier, "that it is the spirit which we perceive through the manifes
tations of its physical, psychic, and mental envelope."''"^ What is being
observed by science is merely the expression of the person� the vessel
of the spirit.
It is admitted that the animal in man cannot be denied. The
highly developed machine which reacts perfectly to every stimulus cannot
be disowned in favor of the spirit. It is the mainstay of existence.
But when hostility threatens and there is love for the individual which
prompts forgiveness, then that creative act, free and undetermined,
becomes not a reaction but a manifestation of the person thrusting aside
the personage. The person is "... an intangible, invisible, yet
fundamental reality, from which life flows forth, and the effects of
which we perceive indirectly in the tangible reality which is accessible
to scientific study."
So what is seen by the scientist is the automatic response� the
personage. The person always eludes objective investigation. "The per
son is not a fixed datum, but a potential, a development, a plan known
17
to God, and He will lead him day by day toward its fulfillment."
"The person is the divine plan of our life, the guiding force, itself
directed by God, who leads us towards our vocation in spite of every
18
deviation." It is a spiritual impulsion which controls both the body
�^^Tournier, The Whole Person in a Broken World, p. 55.
1 �
Tournier, The Meaning of Persons, p. 91.
�'"^Touimier, The Meaning of Persons, p. 175.
1 8
Tournier, The Meaning of Persons, p. 176.
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and the mind, whether normal or pathological. These are instruments
through which the spirit coordinates man's destiny. It is not clear,
however, whether Tournier means by spiritual destiny an inborn person
ality, a learned response, or divine predestination. Perhaps the fol
lowing will help to clarify his position.
In order to explain life or existence in the world, he refers
to a "Spiritual Power, external to the tangible world but imparting to
19
it a movement which we can detect with our senses." He has in mind an
invisible power which animates the visible world of living things, or
the creative power of God (cf. Genesis 2:7). The body and mind are
under one "Director" who controls and coordinates them. This view is
in contrast to the organicist interpretation which believes that the
body controls the mind, and to the psychogenic interpretation that the
mind controls the body. Rather, he believes that both are controlled
by a spiritual order. This view is remarkably close to that of Viktor
Frankl's noogenic interpretation where neurosis is rooted in spiritual
and moral conflict rather than in psychological complexes.
The exact ingredients of the person are difficult to enumerate
because the person is not conducive to such investigation. Evidence
does prove that the person is an integral part of all that is experienced
by the individual. The person depends upon and is projected onto these
ingredients. Therefore, the person must be considered only within the
20
context of its history. It must be emphasized that the person is not
discovered by divesting it of the personage.
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Tournier, The Meaning of Persons, p. 103.
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Tournier, The Meaning of Persons, p. 21.
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It is an impossibility to grasp the essence of the real person,
completely divested of all adornments and disguises with which life has
clothed it. Even the memory would be a block, but to rid the mind of
that would be to rid it of life itself. All that one has lived through
and felt in the past is inscribed in him, and helps to make him what he
is today- In searching for the person, even in sincerity and exactness,
"we soon see that we have doffed one garment only to find another
beneath it. Thus, the result of our quest is that the person, through
having its successive envelopes peeled off one by one, vanishes in our
hands." There is nothing one can call "I". "As you peel an onion,
there is always another layer, but never a kernel. So when you ana
lyse [sic] the ego, it disappears completely . "^^ Therefore, if the
personage is removed, the person is destroyed in the process. Nothing
remains if everything borrowed from the outside and that which partakes
22
of the nature of habit is taken away. All that can remain is a void.
Another aspect of the person is that it is most evident when it
manifests itself in the presence of God. Here is the awareness of the
23
person made known. The person, according to its divine likeness, may
act, to freely choose, to be responsible, to make commitments, to assert
itself, to live spontaneously, to live according to the purpose of God's
will, to keep secrets and to tell secrets willingly. All of these con
tribute to the development of the person. But only at certain moments
does the person become alive and real. Only at these periods of divine
2lToumler, The Meaning of Persons, p. 71.
22Tournier, The Meaning of Persons , p. 95.
23paul Tournier, and others. Are You Nobody? (Richmond: John
Knox Press, 1966), p. 61.
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inspiration does life well up in an individual. Thereafter, it sinks
gradually into the automatism it has just created and becomes impris
oned in the personage. The person, then, creates the personage. The
personage continues to hide the person until it breaks forth in a new
revelation. The person is constantly rising and falling in a never-
ending rhythm between new life and habit. It is a succession of new
births. Of these new births now considered as new sets of automa
tisms, Tournier says that they
. . . started by a living spiritual event, [and] will, by dint
of repetition, gradually lose their significance, and, taking on
the character of habits, become part of the personage. Born from
a bursting forth of life, they will wither, unless rekindled by
fresh creative acts, into a deadening routine. 25
Even though the creative act is soon lost in the automatic
action, it is still an extension of the primary act, but has nothing
specifically alive about it. The automatism ensures the fixity of the
individual. It creates the personage. The person is made manifest only
by the continuing automatic action which it has set in motion. By a
similar process the personage Impresses the development of the person.
The external role transforms the person constantly and exerts its influ
ences on the deepest recesses of the person.
The demeanour [sic] we adopt, every gesture we make, similarly
play their part in fashioning us inwardly. . . . Even our physical
constitution is influenced by the personage we put on. . . .
Thus our physical, psychical, and even our spiritual life bear
the imprint of our personage. ^7
2^Tournier, The Meaning of Persons , p. 218.
^^Toumier, The Meaning of Persons , p. 98.
26i'ournier, The Meaning of Persons , p. 95.
27Toumier, The Meaning of Persons, p. 80.
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The Relationship of the Personage to the Person
There is a unique relationship betx^een the person and the per
sonage. They are linked together while they remain distinct. The person
is approachable only through that personage which at one and the same
time permits a glimpse of it and also hides it. Doubtless, only God
knows the person for, in fact, He created it. Efforts to isolate the
two will end in frustration and will run the danger of over-simplifica
tion. Neither can be revealed in its pure state. The destinies of the
personage and the person are always intenjoven.
Man cannot be divided into an artificial, intellectual abstrac
tion, i.e., body, mind and spirit. On the other hand, there is a danger
in depicting man as he really is in all the richness of his being and
inexhaustible variety of aspects. In the former, the person is eclipsed
or blurred; in the latter, the person disappears behind a multitude of
personages. The first needs a new dimension; the second needs a guiding
thread.
It is in personal contact with other people that the answer is
found. What creates consciousness of self is the consciousness of the
not-self, that is to say, a consciousness of the external world from
which the self is distinguished. The next step to consciousness of
personhood is entering into a relationship with another person. The
dimension of the not-self causes an awareness of individuality. The
"Thou" relationship becomes the guiding thread in finding and creating
29
the person.^
'Tournier, The Adventure of Living, p. 128.
Tournier, The Meaning of Persons, pp. 124-125.
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But even though the person and the personage are visibly inte
grated they may never be found to be of one accord. In the last analy
sis, full concord between personage and person remains a Utopian ideal.
The idea of returning to the garden naked and divested of the personage
is impossible. But there is still an obsession to separate them because
of the uneasy feeling experienced by the individual when he sees himself
acting a part. It is not the mask in itself but the artificial and
deceptive character which fosters that feeling. This happens when there
is discord between the person and the personage. The obsession is not
a case of casting off the personage, but of bringing it into harmony with
the person. "We must boldly undertake the formation of a personage for
ourselves, seeking to form it in accordance with our sincerest convic
tions, so that it will express and show forth the person that we are."^^
This formation is a " . . . movement of life, a daily fashioning,
a becoming, a constant adjustment of our personage in order to render it
more in conformity with our thoughts, feelings and aspirations .
"-'�^ It is
choosing "... an external appearance, of a line of conduct and behav
iour [sic] that will be as genuine as possible.
"^^ There will always be
tension between person and personage for it is a condition of life and
the nature of man; indeed, it is what makes him man. In the end, this
man must be accepted in his entirety, with all his contradictions. Man
accept that which is God given. For it is God who has breathed this
spirit into man and clothed him with a personage.
Tournier, The Meaning of Persons, p. 81.
Tournier, The Meaning of Persons, p. 81.
Tournier, The Meaning of Persons, p. 81.
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THE SITUATION OF MAN
Since the creation and fall, the person has been plagued by a
tension which is a result of man's nature. His existence is constantly
under the control of complexes, instincts, motor reflexes and other
obvious natural reactions to the environment. The body is inclined
toward protective and stimulated responses which are not always in
agreement with the spirit. When viewed in this perspective, man's
situation is seen as deterministic and hopeless. The spirit should
not be ignored lest the observer remain blind to its constant reverbera
tions on the natural development of the total personality.
Beyond the observable and objective reality of the physical and
chemical reactions of the nervous and physiological reflexes, there lies
an area of unfathomable mystery which evades all mechanistic investiga
tion. This area is sensed in those moments of transparent truth or in
the dramatic battles of the conscience. In it, man's destiny is formed
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and by it he is made something more than an animal. Both the spiritual
and the physical play a role in the development of the personality which
lies between the person and the personage. Personality is comprised,
then, of everything that has been experienced by them.
However, man must be thought of in terms other than the dualism
of mind and body. Man does not live in two places (dichotomy) or in
three (trichotomy) but in one only.^^ The human person is conceivable
^�'Paul Tournier, The Person Reborn, trans. Edwin Hudson (New
York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1966), p. 199.
^^Tournier, A Place for You, p. 67-
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only as a unity. Reactions are responses of the entire person wherein
the body participates equally with the mind.-'-^ The life he lives in
his body corresponds with the life he lives in his mind and to the life
he lives in the spirit.
The Nature of Man
The term body is used as it is commonly known by everyone to
mean the physical, animated vessel each soul occupies. But it is neces
sary to make a distinction between what are commonly called the mind and
the spirit. The mind, or psyche, better known as the will, intelligence,
feeling and moral sense, is the domain of psychology. The spirit
expresses itself through both the body and the mind, but it is neither.
The spirit "... is concerned with the personal relationship of man
with God, and fashions the mind and the body in accordance with that
relationship."-^' Complete definition is impossible because it is only
definable in terms which designate the mind, and is only known fully by
Inward experience.
Tournier has fabricated a simplified illustration of his view
of man. It runs the risk of neglecting all of the points of the person
ality and of overlapping some, but it is necessary to the comprehension
of the nature of man. His view of man
. . . can be represented by an equilateral triangle. In the
triangle the three bisectors delimit three small triangles which
represent the body (A) , the psyche (B) , and the mind (C) . The
spirit is here represented only by a nonspatial "geometrical point,"
-^-'Tournier, The Strong and the Weak, p. 28.
�^^Paul Tournier, The Healing of Persons, trans. Edwin Hudson
(New York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1965), p. 61.
^^Tournier, The Healing of Persons, p. 61.
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the point at x,7hich the bisectors intersect, the center. It is the
center of the person, around which the whole man is ordered. It is
Invisible, it has no dimensions, and is not directly accessible.
From the outside it is perceptible only through one of the three
constituents A, B, C. Moreover it manifests itself outwardly and
perceives exterior reality only through one of these three functions:
its body, its imagination, or its thinking. -^^
Thus the spirit would be the essence of the entire person, the
common point of reference of the body, psyche and mind. To explain
further, in this view of man, the use of the psyche as distinguished
from the mind, reference is made to the Bible and the Greek definition.
"The Bible," observes Tournier, "always shows man as a unity, and always,
in his totality, 'in his place before God.'"^^ To demonstrate this point
he believes that the terms cr^^a (or body) , cn^p? <f (or flesh), i/^/X^
(or soul) , and Y�>(/S (or mind) , do not refer to distinct parts of man
according to the Bible. They are rather the whole person seen from a
particular angle. Likewise, TTVci^d (or spirit) is not used to designate
a constituent part of man but implies the idea of the whole man as God
speaks to him.''^^ The spirit is what gives meaning to the body, the
psyche and the mind. As a whole it assures their harmony, articulation
and unity. The spirit determines the limits and relationship of all
'Tournier, The I'Jhole Person in a Broken World, pp. 53-54.
Tournier, The Meaning of Persons, p. 163.
Tournier, The Meaning of Persons, p. 163.
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three and of one to the other. Through it man in his unity maintains a
relationship with God. The spirit is, then, that which is transcendent
of man himself.
The Moral Condition of Man
Man's situation is complicated further by his moral condition
which Tournier explains with the biblical term "sin". The moral condi
tion of man is certainly that of imperfection or an anxiety of disobe
dience which has disturbed man in his relationships. Sin is, above all
else, disobedience to God. Man is consciously aware of the random and
impious ideas which surge into his mind without any control. The idea
in itself is not the sin, although it is a result of the condition, but
the fault lies in accepting, cultivating and enjoying it.^-^
Sin is not so much a fleshly weakness as it is a psycho-mental
disposition. The implication is in the partaking of the "tree of knowl
edge" as man sought to be divine. It is a desire for knowledge and
gratification beyond the limits of spiritual and physical needs. "This
is due, in the last analysis, to a psycho-mental autonomy asserting its
�42
freedom from the hierarchal authority of the spirit. There is some
resemblance to the id, ego and super-ego conflict posited by Sigmund
Freud.
Another disposition in man's situation is his feelings of guilt.
Many confuse a conviction of sin with their less tolerable feelings like
inferiority feelings, scrupulousness, and a lack of confidence. They
believe these feelings to be the result of sin. But there are two kinds
^�^Paul Tournier, Guilt & Grace, trans. Arthur W. Heathcote (New
York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1962), p. 44.
^^Tournler, The Whole Person in a Broken World, p. 56.
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of active guilt: one is true guilt and the other false. The false guilt
will destroy the personality, whereas the conviction of sin and true
guilt give life to it. The false guilt is fabricated by men and public
opinion while true guilt depends on God. False guilt feelings will lead
to self-contempt and true guilt will lead toward self-respect.^^
Guilt feelings that are related to inferiority, prejudice and
shame stem from the guilt of doing and result in a false.,guilt. They
comprise a moralistic- and pathogenic guilt. Such guilt is continually
created by the behavior of others, their assertions, judgments and con
tempt. False guilt is the taboo guilt of disobeying a social law or
even some biblical laws. False guilt must be freed from its taboo and
moralism which depends on adherence to a law. The adequate replacement
is a quest for God's guidance. Then the whole of guilt will be comprised
of losing the guidance of God by refusing it.^^ Consequently, guilt has
concreteness and reference. Without God guilt becomes a subjective
judgment based on the judgment of others.
The fear of judgment forces man to live in a constant threat of
being revealed in all his imperfection. Such is his state of mind, a
vague, anxious feeling, that even unconscious faults will expose the
person. Because man is continually in a condition of unforseeable
45
transient guilt, he maintains a permanent anxiety. The anxiety
restrains man's becoming and curbs his development.
^^Paul Tournier, Escape From Loneliness, trans. John S. Gilmour
(Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1962), p. 163.
^^Tournier, Guilt & Grace, p. 172.
^^Toumler, Guilt & Grace, p. 42.
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True guilt, on the other hand, is precisely the failure to dare
to be oneself. This notion of faithfulness to self is deeply felt by
every man. To be faithful to oneself would mean to be always like oneself
in all circumstances. It is being natural, spontaneous, fearless of the
opinion of others. True guilt comes to man when he is not himself.
It is the fear of other people's judgment that prevents us from
being ourselves, from showing ourselves as we really are, from
showing our tastes, our desires, our convictions, from developing
ourselves and from expanding freely according to our own nature.
It is the fear of other people's judgment that makes us sterile,
and prevents our bearing all the fruit that we are called to bear.
Closely related is the guilt of omission. It comprises all that
is unattained, unfinished, unexpressed or shapeless. There is a feeling
of non- inspiration, through a lack of contact with God, and of failure
to respond to His call. True guilt, in the light of the Bible, appears
AO
as a breakdown in the order of man's dependency towards God.
It is in the face of God that we feel guilty at not having
become what He expected of us; at letting ourselves be paralysed
[sic] by fear, fashioned by our environment, petrified by routine,
sterilized by conformity; at not having been ourselves, at having
copied others instead of taking advantage of the particular gifts
which God had entrusted to us. Here the opposition between false
guilt suggested by society and the responsibility for oneself
before God is made clear.
From the moment man reflects on the greatness of God, guilt
becomes all embracing and no longer exhausts itself in the tangle of
mental discussions of what was or was not done. Such guilt concerns
being and exceeds all reasoning and justification. Although there is
^^Toumier, Guilt Grace, p. 57.
^^Tournler, Guilt k Grace , p. 17.
Toumxer, Guilt k Grace, p . 67 .
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no direct access to awareness of the guilt of being, it can be detected
Indirectly through the guilt of doing. Before God, man has total aware
ness of his moral condition within his being. The "I-Thou" relationship
breaks down and man isolates himself as Adam hid in the bushes from God
after his disobedience.
Guilt has its own dynamic vjhich should be studied closely. The
sense of guilt is marked by a loss of moral self-direction and the aware
ness of the psychic mechanism which controls the individual. Man may
understand his complexes and see them as a result of the divine creation
and adhere to healthy ideals with reference to them, but there is a
subtle guilt that torments man. It is the guilt of being a plaything
of the complexes, of inhibitions and of feeling inwardly divided.
Complexes, secret imaginations, temptations, vain and unconfess-
able dreams, a whole world of impulses more or less conscious, often
of no clear form, develop within us. They defy the censorship of
our will, as we realize with confusion. It is another self which
lives in us, which we cannot stifle, and which we fear will be
discovered.
What is even more humiliating than the discovery of guilt, con
flicts, and sin is man's powerlessness to make a unity of himself, and
to efface the dualism of his hidden and apparent being. In a sense this
is guilt in existential form, guilt with regard to self. In this light,
guilt is repressed and removed from consciousness by a self -justifying
mechanism or projection. The natural reaction of the healthy person is
to run away from guilt instead of facing it. But it is a false solution
because it involves self-deception and the repression reveals itself in
^^Tournier, Guilt & Grace, p. 46.
^�^Toumier, Guilt & Grace, p. 47.
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other conscious forms. It constitutes a hidden source for aggression
and various inner conflicts. Man constantly struggles in secret with his
feeling of guilt.
Guilt is universal. But according as it is repressed or recog
nized, so it sets in motion one of two contradictory processes:
repressed, it leads to anger, rebellion, fear and anxiety, a
deadening of conscience, an increasing inability to recognize one's
faults, and a growing dominance of aggressive tendencies. But con
sciously recognized, it leads to repentance, to the peace and secu
rity of divine pardon, and in that way to a progressive refinement
of conscience and a steady weakening of aggressive impulses.
The guilt complex always involves a certain rebellion against
the fact that human condition is finite and not infinite. It may arise,
on the one hand, from the reproaches of men and, on the other, by a
conviction of sin. In either case there is a mysterious relationship
between the two, like an emotional fusion. If the criticism of men makes
for a fearful existence, it is because of a chronically bad conscience
wherein God has spoken. Guilt, whether true or false, is an integral
part of the moral condition of man. It is the manifestation of sin.
But to be spared this conflict and spared from guilt would be to with
draw from life completely -
Man is not an isolated being but a part of a social community
which ceaselessly is shaping him. Two forces confront each other in man.
He has a need to live as if he were alone, to brush aside everything
which stands in the way of growth and crush those who resist such ideas.
But man also has a moral conscience which desires to love and be loved
and has a sense of the divine order which sets limits on the egotistical
desires. Of course, there is conflict, an integral part of the problem
52Tournier, Guilt & Grace, p. 152.
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of man. But "... there is no life without conflict; no conflict with
out guilt. "^^
The Problem of Man
The problem of man is seen in the crises and unfavorable situ
ations which are caused by his condition. Man is placed in an undesirable
position because his imperfect state lends to the anxiety of his religious
and emotional character. He lives in the shadow of the fear of desire,
suffering, death, remorse. He finds himself a stranger in the world,
exiled from harmonious coexistence with it. He is a stranger to himself,
in constant conflict with the powers within and without. This double
belonging to two worlds, the world of nature and the world of spirit,
remains a mystery to him, Man finds in the natural realm a spiritual
meaning and sees in the supernatural realm a natural order, The
problem of mankind is this tension between belonging to nature and yet
not being a part of it, while being a creature in the image of God,^^
Man has lost control of both worlds and of himself because he does not
understand the meanings he feels and cannot reconcile them to his nature.
Tournier observes man to be
... a weak and wretched being, a prey to all kinds of fears
and impulsive reactions which make his troubles worse; a being who
is always doing exactly the opposite of what his heart most ardently
desires to do, who has the feeling of being constantly at war with
himself. And yet here is a being with something godlike in him, who
is capable at any time of examining his own conscience and hearing
�'�^Tournier, Guilt & Grace, p. 75,
^^Paul Tournier, The Seasons of Life, trans, John S, Gilmour
(Richmond: John Knox Press, 1963), p. 14.
^^Toumier, "This Man In Front of Me," p. 1.
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the voice of God, which assuages his torment and brings about within
him the reversal of attitude which his own sincerest efforts have
been unable to accomplish .^^
The Bible shows man in the midst of his conflicts of passions and
forces which determine his behavior. In everyone there is a deep uncer
tainty that stems from our inner conflicts and from that separation
between spiritual and natural. Man is afraid, confused and ineffective.
The course usually taken is repression of the spiritual urges, reducing
the problem to one real confrontation. He may resort to superstition
about the mysteries of his being and come to ascribe value to his achieve
ments. Man may hide his confusion in skepticism and unbelief, embittered
by disillusionment. He may also throw himself into contradictory systems
of thought and cling to this dogmatic belief in order to find assurance
and security. This means opposing all that is not of that particular
belief. It all is a facade to hide his inner weaknesses.
By suppressing the spiritual he is incomplete and without suffi
cient resources to cope with the world. If he suppresses and ignores the
world and escapes to the spiritual there again is incompleteness to life.
The only answer lies in harmonizing the two and seeking the solution in
a religion that complements the two. The problem of man is not easily
solved because it is such an integral part of his very being. Neither
one can be emphasized or ignored; they must be brought together to serve
the person in his total becoming.
Tournier, The Person Reborn, p. 200.
Tournier, The Whole Person in a Broken World, pp. 33-34.
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THE RELIGIOUS NEEDS OF MAN
The search for a unifying perspective to life leads man dovm
many pathways of thought. One of the most used and sought after is a
religious view to man's existence. But in his quest he has distorted or
intellectualized religion because of the need to fully comprehend that
which drives him to seek the beyond. The religious need is built into
man as universal longing. It is often a fabrication of his own con
science and self-justification and is used for personal needs. Obviously,
this is not true religion and not Christianity. But, because man is in
a seemingly hopeless moral condition and cannot control his existence,
he seeks a control beyond himself, often in the form of rules and dis
ciplines .
Religious Leanings
Man indeed is the religious being. His intuition tells him that
he has a relationship to an order higher and beyond his immediate self-
awareness. He seldom acts without some consideration of that order, and
when he conforms to it he feels he has done the right thing. Man is
creative and inventive but cannot act here without reference to some
universal value. He feels that the meaning of his action must align
58
with the meaning of the whole.
Frustration caused by an awareness of moral condition and
imperfections drives man toward the higher goal of perfection. Whether
consciously or unconsciously, each seeks this unattainable perfection
where the answer to all problems, doubts and dissatisfactions may be
Tournier, The Adventure of Living, p. 177.
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found. It is a homesickness for a lost paradise. Wherever he is, man
seeks to re-establish the perfect existence that seems so near to him.
He searches for unity of his person, security of a place in the world, and
freedom from conflicts. But he only succeeds in creating another imper
fect world and an imperfect god. In an attempt to localize paradise and
God and make them accessible, God is narrowed and paradise is the thing
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worshipped and most sought after.
Misuse and Abuse of Religion
Psychologically, this abuse of religion is a result of man trying
to control and localize the evil that besets him. It usually takes on
form outside the person as forbidden entities and actions, and may include
a list of forbidden things such as smoking, dancing and drinking. But
the psychological object is obviously that of ensuring a clear conscience
for anyone who rigorously abstains from the forbidden. This imperfect
and manufactured scheme is commonly known as religious formalism or
moralism. It is the attempt of man to relieve his soul of guilt and the
awareness of sin as well as trying to unite the two worlds of flesh and
spirit.
The real problems of men are always, in the last analysis,
religious; so that if we spoke only of reforming lives and of con
crete discipline, we should be doing no more than proposing a
tedious moralism or a cult of discipline. This would be tackling
people from outside. The only true source of discipline in this
world is fellowship with Christ.
Religious moralism is related only to the act and not to the
motivation. Religious disciplines often become counter-actions or even
Tournier, A Place for You, p. 40.
'Tournier, A Place for You, p. 127.
Tournier, The Healing of Persons, p. 189.
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counter-spells against the taboos that religious superstition has created
and fostered. "It is, indeed, from the guilt of doing that there arises
taboo-guilt and the entire moralistic attitude . . . ."^^ Taboo, of
course, is the magical prohibition of the untouchable or the unallowable
and is loaded with menacing dread. Moralism follows with the setting up
of vigorous codes stating the forbidden. Religion becomes what man must
not do. If it cannot be carried out in detail it leads to despair,
neurotic fear and guilt without release.
The fulfilment [sic] of duty, the renunciation of all pleasures,
good resolutions, the daily attempt to conquer one's faults, shame
at one's instincts, the fear of being found fault with, judged, mis
understood�all this is substituted for the zest of a love towards
God. And on all these points one remains continually at fault, ever
more hopeless, with defeat after defeat, constantly and increasingly
fretted by guilt.
The greatest problem of moralism is the neurotic fear it creates
since sin may be committed unwittingly without evil intent. What was
intended to relieve the pain of guilt gives rise to new unconscious
guilt that is impossible to foresee. There are countless numbers of
people in whom religion, whether it is the love of God or the ideal of
perfection, leads only to a life of sterility, sadness and anxiety. The
fear of sinning has destroyed all spontaneity. Joy of ministry and
service is replaced with the pursuit of duty.^^ The serious thing about
religious formalism is its unnatural behavior, a "seeming," which does
not spring from the heart and becomes the direct source of repression.
Herein is the devastating effect of religion that psychology denounces.
^^Tournier, Guilt & Grace, p. 119.
6 3
Tournier, Guilt & Grace, p. 197.
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^^Tournier, The Person Reborn, p. 64.
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By silencing the conscience the person thinks he has promulgated a new
morality. Thus, his conflict is unconscious struggle which destroys his
personhood .^^
Biblical Religion
Every discord between formalism and the desire of the heart is
a discord of the Gospel and can only be a source of psychological
trouble. What is necessary is not a rejection of the empty form but to
replenish it with the Spirit. A harmony of form and substance is a
harmony of the structure of religion and of the converted, renewed heart.
Formalism cannot be destroyed for the result would be chaos under the
rule of impulse and passion. Religion is in urgent need of rediscovering
the demands of a true morality where sin is not a catalog of social con
vention but rather everything that hinders a genuine relationship with
God.
The need is for a more exacting morality and not a moralism.
Moralism looks at what man does�morality at what man is . Moralism
criticizes, opposes and argues�while morality understands. Moralism
sees the personage�morality sees the person.^'' Churchmen today seem
to be content to observe a few formal principles of traditional piety,
and to engage in an occasional theological debate, neither of which has
any influence on their real lives. The tendency is to become lost in
scrupulosity and to ignore their complete failure in Christian morality.
They trust the doctrine of gradual improvement and no longer seek per-
68
sonal revolution from the Gospel.
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Tournier, The Whole Person in a Broken World, p. 22.
^�^Tournier, The Person Reborn, p. 39.
6 8
Tournier, The Person Reborn, p. 61.
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The religion presented in the Bible is not a moralistic system.
Religion, rather, means to seek God and His grace. Moralism is seeking
self without need for God or His grace.
Under the guidance of the Spirit, believers become aware of it
[standard of Biblical morality] once again, and feel how hollow
their petty conventional morality is in the face of God's demand
for total self-giving and his concern with what is in men's hearts.
Then all at once they are liberated from formal moralism, and are
led to a personal discipline that is infinitely more severe.^
In communion with the living God, the sense of guilt is sharpened.
But instead of petrifying, it stimulates because it leads to a personal
relationship with God. God locates guilt not in deeds but in the heart.
He moves guilt from the source where behavior is produced. The religion
of grace frees man from the vicious circle of frustration, guilt and
defeat, and leads him to repentance. The only true source of discipline
is in Christ. It is a joyous and spontaneous discipline of a new attitude
of the person. The answer to the problem and conditions of man is found
in God and His grace� the object of a true religion.
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^'^Tournier, The Person Reborn, p. 60.
Chapter 3
THE DYNAMICS OF THEOLOGY FOR THE WHOLE PERSON
People today are calling for a dynamic approach to life that
will meet their innermost needs. Tournier has found this in God. "God
is a force that man can encounter, and which can oblige man to let go
of that which he would not, or could not let go. It is a force outside
himself."^ Such an encounter with the transcendent opens to a new
dimension of life in which the person relies on the power of God more
than on his oim efforts. An encounter with God is an involvement of two
persons in a dialogue where simple frankness can bring about unexpected
reconciliation of conflict between persons. Many of the simple reactions
such as aggression and anger are caused by unconscious and repressed
guilt. Pardon and grace produce joy and security, an atmosphere in
which guilt can become conscious and be openly acknowledged. As a
result, the liberating work of repentance, forgiveness and conversion
can finally be experienced.
CHRISTIAN RESOURCES FOR MAN'S SALVATION
Grace is only one of the Christian resources discussed by
Tournier. He confidently believes in the dynamics of faith, repentance,
forgiveness, and the sum of these in conversion. In each of his works
�'�Paul Tournier, A Place for You, trans. Edwin Hudson (New York:
Harper & Row, Publishers, 1968), p. 149.
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he presents a particular problem of man's existence and finishes by
answering these problems with the wonders worked by God's grace and the
change which follows.
Grace and Fgith
The grace of God penetrates the whole person and modifies the
body's psychological phenomena on the psyche. It does not erase the past
of gathered experience but gives new meaning to life's total experience.
Grace does not suppress man's nature nor free him from obedience to it,
2
for man is a part of nature by creation. Grace works directly on the
meaning of man's existence and behavior to free him from the taboo and
guilt of that existence. Grace frees man from social contempt and from
3
the remorse and self-contempt that follows. In the intimate contact
with God, the way in which man judges himself is transformed. Rather
than having legalistic concern about what is or is not permissible,
the concern shifts to the ultimate motives which are brought to bear on
4
those actions .
I'/hen a person has a sharp sense of guilt, he also has a vivid
awareness of grace. The more acute and penetrating the sense of guilt,
so much more far-reaching and joyous is the awareness of grace.
^ It
appears as two movements in the human experience.
. , , the first movement is not so much the fact of sin as the
conviction that one is sinning, the feeling of guilt and utter
Paul Tournier, The Seasons of Life, trans, John S, Gilmour
(Richmond: John Knox Press, 1963), p. 10.
3
Paul Tournier, Guilt & Grace, trans. Arthur W. Heathcote (New
York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1962), p. 115.
^Tournier, Guilt & Grace, p. 168.
^Tournier, Guilt & Grace, p. 158.
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powerlessness in face of the enormity of sin and its fascination.
And Grace is not ... a divine protection safeguarding us against
defeat, but the inexhaustible forgiveness of God towards man who
recognizes his inexhaustible sin.
A person cannot receive the proclamation of God's grace without
first "weeping" over the reality of his own sin. The first movement is
the intense humility and overwhelming emotion that accompanies the con
viction of sin. The second is the coming and acceptance of God's grace
which forgives. All definitions, however, are meaningless, for the
spiritual strength that replaces guilt is the effect of God's grace
breaking into a person's life. There is no intellectual term to describe
this event nor is there any method of procuring it. Grace cannot be
manufactured because, when a person strives for grace, he doubts whether
it will be given freely. This action is God's gift to receive, not to
acquire. The only response necessary is that of faith.
Faith consists in waiting upon God's intervention which involves
what man is incapable of resolving. Faith is a total dependence on God
and, as such, it frees man from social pressure and from himself. Faith
is the most powerful means of restoring the serenity and confidence of
a troubled mind. This mystical contact with God assures one of heaven's
help in victory where there was failure.
The definition is not that simple, however, because faith cannot
be a blind naivete. It is aware of the difficulty in discerning God's
will from the will and desires of the psyche. Having faith does not
assure progress without difficulty, although it assures strength to go
on despite external entanglements.''' The subject of faith can be
^Tournier, A Place for You, p. 133.
^Paul Tournier, The Person Reborn, trans. Edwin Hudson (New York:
Harper & Row, Publishers, 1966), p. 166.
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discussed endlessly but in practice no one receives faith without an
Q
act of surrender to God. Total dependence on God is the only way man
can be really independent of opinion, criticism, guilt and self -contempt.
Grace and faith are the beginning of the encounter with God.
Both experiences enable man to meet his conflicts and deficiencies face
to face. It is the only answer to the problem of sin which is man's
universal plague. Tournier finds that in addition to this initial con
tact with God there follows man's need to repent of his sins before God,
and then a tremendous need to be forgiven is created.
Repentance and Forgiveness
The natural reaction for a person who has guilt is to project
it upon other people or upon God. But this does not dissolve it, nor
does rebellion against others and God, for this becomes a source of
fresh impulsion to evil and more guilt. The only solution to this
problem demands a profound change of a spiritual nature. It is the
change in spirit called repentance which brings self-examination,
humiliation and a conscious acceptance of responsibility for guilt.
Repentance follows a genuine recognition of guilt, and is the indis-
9
pensable road that leads to reconciliation.
Repentance is not easily experienced nor does it have the auto
matic characteristics of a psychological mechanism.
It is only reached after a long struggle, after a stormy
defence [sic] . It is reached, above all, only when conviction
�Paul Tournier, Escape From Loneliness, trans. John S. Gilmour
(Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1962), p. 64.
^Tournier, Guilt & Grace, p. 141.
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of sin grows from within and not from without, when it rises from
the depths of our own being, from intimate communion with God, from
the prompting of the Holy Spirit, and not from the judgment of men.^*^
Man's need to be forgiven is far-reaching, extending from his
minutest wrong to his greatest sin. Such a need forces him to reveal his
sins in order to relieve the anxiety and guilt. The more quickly man
discovers his secret faults, the more he needs, if he is to avoid becoming
obsessed by them, to understand the immensity of God's forgiveness. Man
is much more relieved by an absolution pronounced over his faults than by
all the explanations given to exonerate him from his imaginary guilt. It
is vain to explain to an over-scrupulous man that he needs only to accept
his himan condition.
True forgiveness is something quite different. It is a grace,
and not the result of an effort. It is a liberation, not a burden.
It restores harmonious unity to the mind instead of tearing it
between two contrary forces.^-'-
Man seeks a divine answer, not only to a specific fault, but to
the human condition itself. For it is a fact that evil is inseparable
12
from good and that, in itself, is oppressing. God requires man to
recognize his condition and his sin, and humbly turn away from them in
order that man may understand his poverty and God's mercy.
One of the direct effects of forgiveness can be felt in the person
and personage conflict:
The uneasiness to which they give rise, the overwhelming humilia
tion we feel when we recognize that we are not what we thought we
were or wanted to be� those moments are so many decisive stages in
our spiritual life: we are forced to our knees, and there find
-"-^Tournier, Guilt &
l^Tournier, A Place
i^Tournier. Guilt &
Grace, p. 81.
for You, p . 122 .
Grace, pp. 44-45.
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once more, through God's grace and forgiveness, harmony with him
and with ourselves . ^-^
The combination of repentance followed by forgiveness is the
most complete rehabilitation man need desire. But constant contact with
God is a necessary part of this miraculous dialogue. The sum of man's
experience with God is referred to as conversion. It is the peak expe
rience reached after grace and faith, repentance and forgiveness, have
worked their power to alleviate man's situation.
Conversion
Conversion is usually avoided as long as possible because man
would seek to secure his own salvation by his own means. As a result he
approaches the world with psychological reactions that cover his true
condition. These mechanisms are an attempt to create a sense of well-
being that serves as a substitute for salvation, Tournier calls atten
tion to the strong and weak reactions as an example of how people
camouflage their secret self. He uses this idea to introduce the subject
of conversion.
The strong reactions give the person the appearance of assurance
and aggressiveness which hide the weaknesses. He will Inspire fear in
others in order to cover his own fear and parade his virtues in order
to cloak his vices. Strong reactions are expressed as exhilaration,
euphoria, gaity, condescension, self-satisfaction, optimism, exaggerated
criticism of another's rashness, aggressiveness, and the list is continuous.
The weak reactions reveal the very weakness that should be kept
hidden. They allow the consciousness of weakness in order to prevent
�'�-'Paul Tournier, The Meaning of Persons, trans. Edwin Hudson
(New York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1957), p. 115.
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concealment, permitting the strong reaction to reveal itself. Weak
reactions are characterized by inhibition, depression, despondency,
sadness, self-pity, self-reproach, weariness, self-criticism, panic and
withdrawal.
All of these reactions are only a facade for hiding faults or
to compensate for an undesirable state of being. "The fundamental
problem of all men," according to Tournier, "is the moral distress which
they hide under these strong or weak attitudes . "-^^ Man cannot succeed
in dealing with his moral situation without the help of God. Too often
psychological salvation consists in rehabilitating the weak to experience
their strong reactions or vice versa, resulting in a shallow but tempo
rary relief.
True inner healing is not to be found either in weak or in
strong reactions, since it depends on a real solution of the funda
mental conflict. It is not to be found on the level of psychology,
but only in the realm of the spirit. For God has given us our
instincts as well as our moral conscience. That is why both are
indestructible, God alone harmonizes them, when man obeys him.
Though psychological salvation consists in crossing over from
one camp to the other, religious salvation lies in the rediscovery
of the divine purpose, in which the instinct of life and the moral
conscience each have the proper function in the person for which
they were designed by God.-'-"
Such an experience of the grace of God delivers those weak and
strong reactions from this vicious circle. It restores the courage of
the weak and breaks the pride of the strong. The weak man is reconciled
with life and with his instincts. The strong now hears the voice of his
^^A complete discussion of these reactions are found in Tournier 's
book, The Strong and the Weak, trans. Edwin Hudson (Philadelphia: The
Westminster Press, 1963).
^^Tournier, The Strong and the Weak, p. 31.
�'-^Tournier, The Strong and the Weak, pp. 33-34.
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conscience and Is strengthened by the knowledge of his Inner weakness
which he has concealed. As the experience of grace increases, the
conflicts resolve and the person is free from the need to compensate.
Only the Spirit of Christ can free men from their natural
tendencies which stand in the way of happiness and fellowship with God
and the world. The Spirit becomes incarnate in man and exercises
influence over body and mind, in every cell and feeling. This is the
essence of conversion.
Christian conversion involves a reversal of attitudes. He who
continually criticized others and has held them morally responsible for
wrongs to him while finding excuses for himself now applies his severity
to himself and is more understanding of others. Rather than defend him
self against the injustices of the world and live with the psychic and
functional symptoms that fear and doubt bring, he attaches himself
personally to Christ. He will then try to obey his Lord and inspire in
others the confidence and love he draws from Christ. This reversal is
only a consequence of conversion and depends on a constant fellowship in
Christ.
Jesus Christ is the center and key to this entire process. He
is not only the Reconcllor of man to God but is the Mediator to whom
man gives his full allegiance. Christ transforms the lives of those he
meets and drav/s out the person buried beneath the personage. Jesus
alone is a "person" in the fullest meaning of the word. He alone is a
person without a personage. He alone takes up the dialogue with God and
18
with man. Indeed, He is the Dialogue re-established.
Tournier, The Person Reborn, p. 139.
'Tournier, The Meaning of Persons, p. 171.
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Tournier believes that God's grace and forgiveness, working
with faith and repentance, will restore the full meaning of life to
man. Through conversion God harmonizes the conflict of inner man and
the personage and builds again the broken relationships to the whole
person. God and man become united in a relationship of adventure wherein
God's will guides those who surrender their lives to Him. The emphasis
now shifts from recourses for man in the healing process to the godward
side. After the separation between God and man has been rejoined, God
continues to create the whole person within a deeper relationship with
man .
GOD AND HIS RELATIONSHIP WITH MAN
Understanding the Divine-to-human relationship begins with under
standing God. The God of the Bible is indeed a universal God, who chooses
to reveal himself to man. He is a God without frontiers, omnipresent and
never a prisoner of His creation. He is not an impersonal God floating
everywhere because He breaks into time and place and enters into dialogue
19
with man. God speaks to the heart of man and is not the object of
intellectual pursuit. God is not to be fully comprehended or understood
by His creation.
The Bible depicts the relation between God and man as a dynamic
relationship. It is revealed as an historical process with an ultimate
goal in salvation. There is no relation that is static or well-defined
and dogmatic. The relationship is one of struggle and conflict wherein
God becomes more rigorous the more man hinders himself, in flight to
^^Tournler, A Place for You, p. 45.
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20save himself. A man's life is ultimately a history of his relation
ship to God.
Man's Adventure With God
Man is called to a creative adventure with God. Instead of an
exhausting crusade against the world of injustices and conflicts and
other people's sins, God calls man to an inner adventure, to crusade
21
against evil within the soul. It is through the examination of per
sonal shortcomings that the gateway to this adventure is discovered.
Man is asked to see his guilt and sin, not so he shall remain forever
introspective, but that forgiven and set free, he can throw himself into
life and bear fruit. "A new adventure springs into being every time a
22
man listens to God and faithfully obeys him."
God pursues His creative work through man and calls him con
stantly to collaborate by obedience to His will and purpose. Man is
asked to enter God's adventure in life and to be a part of God's commit
ment to the fulfillment of that life. The message of the Bible is not
restricted to spiritual activity alone. It is intended for all of man's
activities, all aspects of his life. For it is in terms of God that all
things take on meaning .
In this perspective we can see our whole life, all our activi
ties, all our thoughts, all our feelings, all our experiences both
happy and unhappy, as a worthwhile adventure. And then we can put
our whole heart into all we do. This means never leaving God out
of anything, but trying in everything to see things, people, and
2*-*Tournier, Guilt & Grace, p. 143.
2-^Toumier, The Person Reborn, p. 213.
22paul Tournier, The Adventure of Living, trans. Edwin Hudson
(New York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1965), p. 77.
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problems from his point of view, as he sees them, in order to act
in regard to them as he wills. 23
In order for man to find the meaning of things he must be able
to connect his experiences and perception to God. Without reference to
God nothing has meaning . Every man has a need for this relationship
with God because he has a need to find meaning and purpose in life.
Only in the encounter with God does man become a person again, living
in the reality of his existence.
The adventure with God is examined in the following five quality
definitions. The first is the manifestation of self, in a form of self-
expression. Even as God expresses and reveals Himself, so also does
man as he rises above the level of nature. Each man is unique and has
a contribution toward the adventure. He has the need to manifest his
person to the outside world in a personal manner, in creative work to
the fulfillment of his being. It is vital that man be free to express
himself in speech, gesture, laughter and tears, for the blocking of such
feeling arouses guilt. All unexpressed emotion is a poison to the mind.
The second distinguishing quality of an adventure is inventive
ness and innovation. This is the work of the creative imagination in
search of something new and even unexpected. ^ The key here is applying
the Imagination to reality and being at liberty to do so.
23Tournier, The Adventure of Living, p. 211.
2^Paul Tournier, "This Man In Front of Me," (Part I of a paper
delivered at the Wheaton Graduate School Lectures of 1961, April 1961,
Wheaton, Illinois), p. 5.
25Toumier, The Adventure of Living, p. 85.
26xournler, The Adventure of Living, p. 88.
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A third quality is the coherent pursuit of a single and final
goal. 27 obstacle becomes a launch pad for further growth. It is a
time for fresh commitment to the final goal. In this perspective the
adventure is a one-way journey from start to finish in accordance to
God's purposes.
The goal of love is the fourth quality of adventure. Every
act of God is an act of love. Love is the meaning of all human adven
ture. Love is the image of God in man and is an expressive instinct to
give of self in pursuit of the worthv/hlle. Love is the joy of self-
expression and innovation.
Lastly, there is necessarily a risk to such an adventure. The
risk is that perhaps the giving of self will not be accepted or the
invention will not succeed or the goal will become selfish. But God ran
the risk when He created man and committed Himself to the preservation
and success of that creation. Man, likewise, cannot give up. His only
purpose is to thrust himself toward his ideal and commit himself to the
adventure of life with God.
Man feels the divine image when he commits himself totally in
an adventure. The fulfillment brings feelings of exaltation and is the
source of the religious tonality of an adventure. It is actually the
participation in the purpose of creation that drives man to seek the
will of God. The person, the stamp of the divine, desires true and
meaningful expression.
Tournier, The Adventure of Living, p. 91.
28Toumier, The Adventure of Living, p. 92.
29Tournier, The Adventure of Living, p. 85.
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Knowing the Will of God
Knowing God's will is the delicate problem of the relationship
between God and man. It can be solved only with the help of the Bible,
the church,- friends and sometimes medicine. Man walks the straight and
narrow, seeking God's guidance, with doubt on the one side and presump
tuous certainty on the other. There is a definite need built into man's
destiny to seek the will and purpose of the Being who is above all beings.
Destiny is man's ever-present preoccupation, either consciously or uncon
scious ly .
Tournier believes that the Bible contains the only true answer
30
to man's problems. It is through the Bible that God's purpose is
revealed and that revelation affords the strength which enables lives
to conform to that purpose (insofar as divided hearts will permit) .
The value, the infinite value, of the biblical perspective is
that it radically changes our attitude in face of the events of
life. It is no longer a matter of knowing whether they are for
tunate or unfortunate, whether they are favorable or unfavorable
to us, whether they constitute a success or a failure, but rather
of what they signify in God's purpose. -^-^
"There is a divine plan for every man, in which each event of
his life has its place." His plan harmonizes those elements which are
set against each other in man's abstract thinking. The elements are the
two worlds of nature and spirit. God seeks to guide the whole man, the
v^hole world, and His plan is fulfilled whether through obedience or
�'^Paul Tournier, The Healing of Persons, trans. Edwin Hudson
(New York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1965), p. 142.
^^Tournier, The Adventure of Living, p. 152.
^^Tournler, The Seasons of Life, p. 14.
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disobedience. "None can step outside God's plan. At every moment, no
matter what the accumulated ruins may be, there is a plan of God to be
found. All life has new and purposeful meaning under divine illumi
nation.
God guides us, despite our uncertainties and our vagueness, even
through our failings and mistakes. ... He leads us step by step,
from event to event. Only afterwards, as we look back over the way
we have come and reconsider certain important moments in our lives
in the light of all that has followed them, or when we survey the
whole progress of our lives, do we experience the feeling of having
been led without knowing it, the feeling that God has mysteriously
guided us.^^
But seeking God's plan is complicated by preconceived ideas.
Man's prejudice or dogmatism colors divine inspiration. Behavior is
neither good nor bad except in the light of the sentiments that inspire
it. The true will of God is not concerned with moralism or the act, but
with the motivation, which involves a more exacting morality. So often
what was thought to be God's command was merely a suggestion of the
unconscious mind concerned with finding His will. Man is generally in
the fog because he is incapable of certainty and content with uncer
tainty. Man is plagued with obstacles that separate him from the source
of his destiny, and in the silence of uncertainty he re-examines his
motives and positions before God. But God does not abandon a person
because of his sin; rather, man abandons God and loses sight of His
purpose .
There are certain conditions to be met in successfully knowing
35
God's will. The first condition in receiving His guidance is to seek
TO
Tournier, The Seasons of Life, p. 43.
^^Tournier, The Adventure of Living, p. 192.
^^Toumier, The Person Reborn, p. 177.
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it. There is need for a retreat from the world with a break into daily
life to meditate. Moments are not enough, but days, perhaps weeks,
should be invested in seeking God's will. The second condition is a
readiness to follow His will when it is received. Total commitment in
the spirit of submission will assure success within God's plan. A third
condition in receiving God's commands is not seeking it alone. "It has
pleased God to make human communion a condition of communion with him."^^
God is found in the inner illumination which comes in dialogue with
another. Opening the heart to another opens it to God. A fourth condi
tion is having a simple heart which does not oppose faith and the super
natural with reason and the natural.
When God's will and purpose is a part of life, every event takes
on a fresh significance. The concern as to the personal advantage of an
event is lost in the concern with what God is saying through it. God's
guidance is difficult only because man lacks imagination. Indeed, this
supreme quality of life in communion with God is never fully attainable
38
in every detail. It can be known only in part. Such an ideal is an
obstacle to true communion, lihen the seeking of perfection is laid aside,
then communion is real and natural. Likewise, when man surrenders to God
rather than demanding a clear explanation is when God's guidance is
realized.
"The main thing for us in this world," according to Tournier, "is
not being sure about what God's will is, but seeking it sincerely and
Tournier, The Person Reborn, p. 180.
Tournier, The Person Reborn, p. 181.
'Tournier, The Adventure of Living, p. 188.
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following what we do understand of it."^^ There is a risk in deciding
what is or is not His will, but that risk must be taken in trust if the
adventure is ever to begin. The key to knowing and receiving the guidance
of God is personal and total surrender to Him.
Personal Surrender to God
Total surrender of a personal life to God is the beginning of a
positive adventure wherein everything painful and negative in life becomes
acceptable. Life in Christ turns suffering into a source of adventure
AO
with God. Within this relationship there exists a quality of life
which understands all to be worthwhile and guided by God. Man must learn
to give up directing his own life, not to the point of impoverishing his
own will or denying fulfillment, but rather giving up dependence on him
self to attain freedom and fulfillment. It is renunciation to God for
love, and not for fear.
An individual's attitude toward life is always a reflection of
his attitude toward God. To say "yes" to God in surrender to His will
is to say "yes" to life in spite of the difficulties. The entire being
of an individual is committed in this adventure. Surrender is not an
escape where reason, intelligence, knowledge, judgment, emotions, desires,
instincts and aspirations are sacrificed. Rather, all these are placed
in God's hands for His direction that His power may stimulate and develop
them for His purpose. In surrender it is the fundamental attitude that
is radically changed. It is "attitude therapy".
^^Toumier, The Person Reboim, p. 169.
^^Tournier, The Person Reborn, p. 202.
^�^Tournier, The Adventure of Living, p. 196.
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Tournier describes this act of surrender as relating every facet
of life to God and His purpose:
We can all do at least one quite simple thing: place the helm
of our lives, as sincerely as possible, in God's hands, entrust the
direction of our lives to him, confess to him our inability to direct
them for ourselves, our inability to see clearly what he wants of us
and so to ask him to direct them himself .^^
Of course, he is not saying that man shall escape the limitations
and faults of human nature. Surrendering to God does not ensure protec
tion against all uncertainty, obscurity and anxiety in the search for
His will. Rather, as surrender increases, the greater is the individual's
concern to do God's will. He is forced to seek diligently the guidance
found in the Bible and prayer. He becomes more severe in the efforts to
rid his life of the sin which blocks inspiration. As the entire life
is given to God the conflict between the spiritual and the temporal is
resolved because God directs both of them. Life in Christ is not merely
a spiritual experience but one concerning the body, possessions, work,
feelings, ideas and everything that is part of being in the world. In
Christ the inner life is at one with the outer life. Man is at one with
himself and the world. In Tournier 's terminology, this is the meaning
of the precedence of personhood.''*^ To be a person is to be natural and
to be a child.
In communion with Christ the person suffering from nerves can
rediscover the childlike mind, simple and uncomplicated; he can
break the vicious circles of fear and rancor, and dare to show
himself to others as he really is, without hiding his weaknesses.
^^Tournier, The Adventure of Living, p. 193.
^^ournier. The Adventure of Living, p. 195.
^^Paul Tournier, The Whole Person in a Broken World, trans. John
and Helen Doberstein (New York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1964), p. 168,
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without asking for pity; he can learn to accept the difficulties
of his life, his sensitiveness, and lack of understanding on the
part of other people.
God's relation to man is an adventure, an experience in the will
and guidance of God. It is the adventure of man within the purpose of
God's mighty creative power. But this experience only comes with total
surrender of every part of life to God's direction. It is becoming a
part of His will and becoming a person after God's intended purpose.
BECOmNG A PERSON
To become a person or to become as a child, spontaneous and
natural, is the goal of every individual. A real person does not hide
behind the personage but relates to others in the spirit of unashamed
openness. The person is responsible for his actions and thoughts and is
a unity within himself. The development of the person is a part of the
gospel message. All men who confront Jesus Christ become spontaneous
persons again. Those who have been judged and rejected by society find
in Christ acceptance and friendship. They become human beings with the
dignity and worth given them by God.^^
Development of the Mature Person
Becoming a person involves the world in which the individual
lives. It does not imply withdrawal to some mystical state. There is
personhood only in commitment to the tasks of life and to the community
of other persons. Development of personhood is a quality of life lik
ened to a physical, psychical and spiritual unfolding in which man is
^^Tournier, The Healing of Persons, p. 53.
'^^Tournier, "This Man In Front of Me," p. 3.
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always in movement, continually undergoing change from birth to death.
His existence is not static, but a part of space and time, a living
movement from past to present to future�a becoming. Tournier calls
this "absolute life," not as a state but as a movement, ever in process.
Complete satisfaction is fossllization whereas dissatisfaction maintains
the constant movement of life. The growing person is engaged in an
unending search. Life is a ceaseless rediscovery and re-evaluation of
48
the moments when the person is revealed.
However, man has a sincere desire for stability and cannot give
free rein to his instinct for adventure at the cost of repressing his
need for fixity. Necessarily one must be integrated with the other,
though total Integration is never the final answer. Life is to be
approached as perpetual adventure of process to stability and then back
to process. Man strives for a place of stability only to bound there-
49
from toward change.
Man can develop one of his functions only at the price of
repressing another. As a result he impoverishes, divides, and
fossilizes himself. His journey toward an integrated life
continues only insofar as he brings to light his buried talents,
becoming conscious once more of the things that have been repressed
SO
into his unconscious.
In order for the person to develop, freedom to engage in the
adventure of life with its choices and responsibilities is a primary
prerequisite. This is opposed to the sheltered and static existence of
one who plays a passive role or who reacts weakly to his surroundings.
Tournier, The Seasons of Life, p. 16.
'Tournier, The Meaning of Persons, p. 230.
Tournier, The Adventure of Living, p. 160.
'Tournier, The Adventure of Living, p. 207.
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The person grows only through dynamic contact with that which surrounds
him.
A second part of the development of the person is acceptance.
Not only is there a movement toward adventure and its risks, but the
person must accept the consequences of that risk. Acceptance of life
means accepting diseases, infirmity and the limitations imposed by human
nature as well as accepting the consequences of existence. Along with
accepting self is the need to accept others.
Accepting one's life means also accepting the sin of others
which causes us suffering, accepting their nerves, their reactions,
their enthusiasms, and even the talents and qualities by means of
which they outshine us. It means accepting our families, our
clients, our fellow workers, our place in society, the country in
which we live. 51
Acceptance of life, and its frustrations and consequences, is
one of the most important factors in the healthy development of the per
son. This condition of inner harmony plays a decisive role in main
taining physical and moral health. It is a matter of accepting the
realities of existence. There is no true existence outside the here and
now, and it is that which must be accepted. This kind of acceptance is
not a resignation to life. He does not advocate running away from the
struggle and conflict. On the contrary, he means accepting life as it
comes, as an inevitable consequence of being in the world. This includes
accepting the handicaps of heredity, of suffering and injustice, as well
as the natural physchological mechanisms and complexes that cannot be
subdued .^^
^�'"Tournier, The Healing of Persons, p. 167.
^^Tournier, The Meaning of Persons, p. 206.
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Movement and acceptance are more the social and environmental
mechanisms of development while the idea of secrecy is a quite personal
aspect of becoming a person. Tournier finds that having and revealing
secrets is extremely important in declaring individuality. He says,
". . . to have secrets, to know how to keep them to one's self, to give
them up only willingly, constitutes the first action in the formation
of the individual. "^^
Keeping a secret is the first step in the formation of a person.
It is an early assertion of freedom. The person who cannot keep a
secret is not free, nor is he who can never reveal one. On the other
hand, telling a secret to a freely chosen confidant constitutes the
second step in the formation of the person as an individual. Revelation
of the inner recesses of the mind is also a declaration of freedom of
even greater value than the first. When a person tells another he by
choice establishes an emotional bond between those he tells and himself.
It is a reciprocal bond between the secrecy and the emotion involved
here because secrecy makes things emotionally valuable, including the
person in bond. The freedom to give is the principle being exercised.
Even more powerful than telling another is telling God, not
necessarily in confession but in sharing and giving. Such an act does
tx^o things: it draws the person into that emotional bond with God wherein
both belong to an infinitely valuable relationship. Secondly, having no
secrets from God is a dynamic means of getting to know the person behind
the personage, the self. When the person permits examination by God and
-'�^Paul Tournier, Secrets, trans, Joe Embry (Richmond: John Knox
Press, 1968), p, 9,
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listens to the response of God, he becomes aware of all he is as a person
and as a creation of great value to God.^^
There are, then, three stages to growth through secrets. The
first is the withdrawal. It means becoming an individual by the creation
of a personal secret. The second movement is the free communication of
this secret to a freely chosen person which fosters an interpersonal
bond with another. The third stage is the experience with God when the
person feels distinct from Him and feels free to choose God as Confidant,
thereby entering into an interpersonal dialogue with Him.
Movement, acceptance and secrecy are, in part, the ingredients
that prelude the mature person. Inner harmony and the solving of con
flicts and sin, in addition to the above mentioned, have more influence
on the mental health and physical vitality than all the factors of diet,
heredity and constitution. These are essential to the development of
the person.^^
To Choose Is To Live
Another vital factor in becoming a person is the act of choosing
and, in doing so, making a commitment of the person to that choice. This
is what makes man a real being. He makes decisions, although they are
the cause of frustration for he knows not what to choose. "Choosing means
. , . defining our person by abandoning resolutely what is not integrated
into it [renunciation] by the choice. "^^ Choosing involves renouncing
what is not chosen.
5AToumier, Secrets , p. 57.
^^Tournier, The Healing of Persons, p. 172.
^^Toumier, The Meaning of Persons, p. 206.
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The first law of life is to choose. It is exercising the need
to become autonomous and responsible. "To live is to choose. It is
through the making of successive and resolute choices that man traces
out his life." ' The riches of life lie in these decisive moments when
a new direction is turned toward. These moments are when a man takes
a stand in self-commitment and recreates the spirit of the person. The
character of these moments is perceived as an encounter with either an
idea or a person before which the subject cannot remain neutral. It is
an encounter which demands commitment and responsibility.^^ Therefore,
it is another form of self-assertion as the right of a hicnan being. It
is a costly engagement but it is a necessary ingredient to living.
Living means choosing and choosing means running the risk of making
mistakes and accepting the guilt for mistakes.
To avoid decisions is to avoid life; not choosing is not living.
Prolonged indecisions poison the vitality of life. Indecision "... arises
from some inner conflict which one has not had the courage to resolve, or
even to become aware of."^^ The individual is often divided between
dream and reality, torn by conflict of interests. Sometimes decision is
postponed Indefinitely by his provisional living, his always waiting for
the time when true life begins. But it never comes. He that is inde
cisive does not know himself, his tastes, beliefs or aims, and is uncertain
about everything.
57Tournier, The Meaning of Persons, p. 200.
^%ournier. The Seasons of Life, p. 59.
59Tournier, The Meaning of Persons , p. 201.
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To encounter the idea of the person is to encounter God. For in
the transparency of the moment the person is revealed and the power of
the divine is manifested. This is the greatest possible human event.
Encountering life in its fullest with self-commitment is affirming per
sonal existence. To say "yes" to life is to say "yes" to God. It is
to turn from the negative of indecision to the positive assertion of the
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person in choice and commitment.
The Person and the Community
Being separated from others by choice and by secrets is to be
individual. But it is also the first step to becoming a person. In the
separation there is a consciousness of one's own existence apart from
social consciousness. This stage is preliminary to any genuine community
bond with others. Man can only give and share that person which he pos
sesses. There must be a time for self-assertion before there can be a
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time of self-denial, so necessary in community.
But the social personage cannot be entirely eliminated because
such a condition fosters individualism, not individual persons. Man can
only become a person in dialogue and communion with other persons.
The notion of the person is bound up with the human community,
a spiritual solidarity, a common patrimony, and therefore to a cer
tain conventional form of expression which partakes of the nature
of the personage. ^3
fiOxoumier, The Seasons of Life, p. 60.
^�'"Toumier, The Meaning of Persons, p. 174.
^^Tournier, A Place for You, p. 112.
^^xournier. The Meaning of Persons, p. 75.
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The person that is becoming is an integral part of the personage.
What the personage communicates and receives has effect on the develop
ment of the person. There is a direct relationship of the community to
the personage and to the person. The person, in order to develop, then,
must be Integrated into community where there is persona, and emotional
contact wherein the individual feels accepted and needed. The sense of
belonging should prevail in the community. 64 All persons have the need
for personal contact and to be loved as well as having a place on the
team.
A place in life is important to one becoming a person in the
fullest sense. Tournier devotes an entire book to the subject of owning
or possessing a place of particular meaning to the individual. He
again uses Martin Buber's terms to explain the necessity of a "Thou-place"
relationship before there can be real community which involves persons
and God in dialogue. He comments on Buber's thought.
Martin Buber feels keenly the tragic solitude of modeim man,
and sees him in search of God, often without realizing it. "In
each Thou," he says, "we address the eternal Thou." . . . Martin
Buber has reawakened in us the sense of community, which our modern
civilization, and even our churches, have tended to forget. Com
munity is the place where we meet God.^^
The "I-Thou" relationship of persons may in time degenerate to
an "I-It" relationship of a world of things and objects. Here the person
once again regresses and becomes an individual over against objects,
forsaking his state of "person with persons". In order for man to feel
^^Tournier, A Place for You, p. 75.
^^Toumier, A Place for You.
^Sournier, A Place for You, p. 13.
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like a person he must relate to persons, because to relate to things is
to be a thing. Likewise, to relate to personages is to be a personage.
The Person and the Church
The next logical step from the community where the person meets
God is the community of God� the Church. But the atmosphere is often
impersonal in the churches today. There is a feeling that nobody is
really interested in persons. Few people will open themselves in a per
sonal way. The life of the spirit has been replaced by forms of traditions
and institutionalism and conformity of convictions to precepts. This is a
disincamation of the church where it has withdrawn within itself and lost
its sense of reality. There is talk of the great concepts but little help
for the man and his real difficulties. It has fled into piety and
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preaching .
Tournier 's major criticism of the church community is its moralism.
The importance of duties, laws, structure, has made the Church a world of
things and, as a result, has devalued human dignity. The repetition of
the value of the law without application to the community has little con
cern and respect for the personality. Consequently, individualism has
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prevailed in the Church. Persons have ceased to care for and love other
persons and be concerned for each other's difficulties. Often the con
fession of fault, which should bring compassion and forgiveness, instead
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encounters condemnation and excommunication by fellow sinners. The
^''Tournier, The Whole Person in a Broken World, p. 78.
� Tournier, The Whole Person in a Broken World, p. 157.
^^Tournier, The Person Reborn, p. 66.
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sense of "I-Thou" community has been lost. The person cannot find ground
for growth in such a conflicting world. But amid all the criticism and
caution he still believes the Church to be the greatest hope for the
individual's development. He conceives of the healthy Church, not as an
abstraction but as a brotherly communion.
In the religious community which he is entering, he finds men
who speak with open hearts, even about their own difficulties and
their own faults. By hearing these, he also discovers his own,
which for so long he had hidden from himself, and he realizes how
superficial and even mendacious were the social contacts which had
satisfied him previously . ^'^
The atmosphere of this more ideal community is conducive to the
development of the person. The difference between this and any community
is the presence of God who maintains the "I-Thou" relationship of subject
to subject. It is in the encounter with God in Christ's body that
himianity and a sense of personhood is rediscovered. Christ, being the
Person Par Excellance, creates persons of personages. In His Church is
the person fulfilled in community. There the Holy Spirit gives one
Spirit to all.persons. And the Spirit reigns over the law, over moralism,
and over institutionalism. The result is a personal church where openness
and forgiveness greet the penitent sinner.
Tournier, Guilt & Grace, p. 101.
Chapter 4
PASTORAL COUNSELING AND TOURNIER 'S CONCEPTS
The course of this thesis has been primarily in the direction of
the theoretical. Considerations have included very little practical
applications of Tournier 's thought to the specific function of pastoral
counseling. He believes the pastor's most valuable contribution to the
development and preservation of Christian persons is through person-to-
person counseling. Pastoral counseling is an extension of the pastor's
work and a vital contribution to a growing Church. This chapter will
seek to study the methods and dynamics involved in counseling with
emphasis upon the pastor's use of the concepts discussed in the preceding
chapter.
Pastoral counseling is unique in that it assumes to have a
specific interest in individuals and their relationship with God. Most
people select the direction and perspective of their counsel by their
choice of counselor. They can almost foresee what reinforcement will
come from the particular theory of their counselor. The counselor is
expected to produce that behavior and belief in the counselee appropriate
to the school of thought he represents. Therefore, a pastor is selected
with the hope that religious, moral, ethical, or those meanings which
relate to the ultimate values in life will be resolved.
It is also hoped that the pastor, whether in the local church or
a health service chaplaincy, will be able to understand the broad scope
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of convictions and beliefs that individuals will present. The pastor
understands why individuals adopt certain values but should be accepting
enough that his counsel will not bring judgment. Often, what is worthwhile
for one man is not on the order of universal application. The religious
tone of an event or problem is strictly on the personal order of belief.^
Even though the pastor is expected to deliver a dogmatic proclamation on
the problem, he should not do so. A spiritual experience must spring
from the convictions and beliefs of the other person through an inner
dialogue with God. Rather than dogmatism, there is need for a sincere
regard and respect for the convictions of others. Trust in the indi
vidual's responsible choice is a prime factor in developing a spiritual
relationship. The task is to help each become a person and to assure
his proper responsibilities.
A PHILOSOPHY OF COUNSELING
Although Tournier 's philosophy of counseling originates within
his own person, there are certain principles that are recurrent in his
thinking. IX-JO ideas under consideration seem to be opposed to each
other: one is the dialogue techniques and the other is the value of
listening. Actually, listening is a part of the dialogue that contrib
utes to progressive understanding. He refers to listening in the natural
context of a dialogue and it is emphasized to make the counselor aware of
the active part he must play in it.
The Value of Dialogue
Everyone needs a personal relationship with a pastor or doctor to
-'�Paul Tournier, The Adventure of Living, trans. Edwin Hudson
(New York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1965), p. 173.
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which he can unburden himself freely. Everyone needs dialogue, for it
is in dialogue that thinking is clarified and the personality is dis
covered. The counselor must accompany the person in all his questions
that preoccupy him, avoiding nothing. It is best that he remain neutral
and not allow his own personal convictions to enter the dialogue. If the
pastor really wants to know the person, he must allow himself the free
dom to accompany his parishioner into all the detailed places of his
life. The counselor should relive these experiences with him. The
therapy of counseling is in the empathy, the facing of feared emotions
together.
If left along, a man will quickly lose his desire for change
and for discovering himself. He will soon begin deceiving himself, some
thing he cannot do with another person in honest and open dialogue.
. . . introspection actually alters the person. Paul Claudel
writes: 'Merely by looking at ourselves we falsify ourselves.'
Self-examination is an exhausting undertaking. The mind becomes so
engrossed in it that it loses its normal capacity for relationship
with the world and with God. Locked in a narrow round of endless
and sterile self-analysis, the person becomes shrunk and deformed,
while false problems multiply _ad infinitum. ^
It is astonishing the way this principle operates. When a man
examines fear rather than finding its source, he becomes afraid of being
afraid and then he is afraid of being afraid of being afraid. If some
thing angers him and he seeks by introspection to resolve it, he becomes
angry at being angered by his being angry. The problem only mounts to
complication and is not solved. In dialogue the person will learn to know
himself. In introspection the man becomes buried in himself, in a soli
tude where the person vanishes. In dialogue, with another person or
^Paul Tournier, The Meaning of Persons, trans. Edwin Hudson (New
York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1957), pp. 68-69.
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with God, the person is asserted and defined through the established
relationship .
One becomes a person by means of this genuine and intimate
encounter. No one discovers himself in solitude, by turning
Inward on himself and by analyzing himself. It is by giving one's
self that one finds himself. ... By becoming transparent for you
[in telling his innermost secrets] , he has become transparent for
himself .
He has also made of you a person at the same time, because he
has chosen you as a confidant, because he has entrusted his secret
to you.^
The goal of dialogue and of counseling is for the person to
become transparent to himself that he may know his own person. But to
what extent does the counselor have the right to use methods which draw
out the secret self? Tournier sees this as an integral part of his own
person. The use of the technique depends on the spirit which animates
the counselor. He must have profound respect for the individuality of
the person and permit a freedom of movement in order to assert or v/ith-
draw consent. No one should be prompted to give his confession. It
is a privilege of choice and will naturally come when defenses become
unnecessary. There must be respect for a person's secrecy and for the
time he needs to collect his thoughts. If the counselor is impatient
and gives curiosity reign, then he is an intruder on the private life of
that person.^ He has not respected secrecy and individuality. "Respect
for the individual is an absolute requirement."^ People fear those they
believe capable of piercing their intimate secrets.
3paul Tournier, Secrets , trans. Joe Embry (Richmond: John Knox
Press, 1968), p. 34.
^Tournier, Secrets , p. 23.
^Tournier, Secrets . p. 26.
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I truly believe that the reason so many people confide in me so
much is because I am not curious. Curious people are avid for the
revelation of secrets, and they get very few, for everyone protects
himself against their prying . . .
The dialogue derives its value from the permissive and under
standing attitude of the counselor who avoids probing and yet avoids
letting the individual digress on his own liberty. It is necessary that
the counselor "stand beside" the person and create an atmosphere of
acceptance and trust. The feared emotions and problems flow when there
is no defensive barrier blocking them. This narrows the task of the
counselor to that of a special kind of listener.
The Art of Listening
The attitude of the counselor cannot be overstressed in Tournier's
practices. Mutual understanding is achieved only through the desire for
and seeking after it. There must be a will to understand because the
individual is speaking primarily to be understood. He is attempting to
verbalize his own ideas that his behavior may be justified and his per
son enhanced.'' In order to understand himself he must express himself.
If he is not given the opportunity to express himself, his thoughts and
feelings, he may well become sick. In solitude, existence has little or
no reality-
Everyone feels he exists insofar as others accept, respect and
welcome his existence. This relatedness is proved when another intently
listens, ansvjers and enters into dialogue with the intent to understand.
^Tournier, Secrets , p. 28.
''paul Tournier, To Understand Each Other, trans. John S. Gilmour
(Richmond: John Knox Press, 1969), p. 8.
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Such is the essence of counseling. It is the "... open-hearted talk,
the expression of one's thoughts in the confidence of being really lis
tened to and understood, entry into personal communication and receiving
g
a response . . . ." Tournier calls this the living experience of
dialogue .
The priestly ministry is not principally preaching, but lis-
9
tening. The essential part of counseling is long and passionate lis
tening, with love, respect and a real effort at understanding. By this
Tournier means going beyond the apparent to discover the hidden and
distant causations, but without interpretation. The counselor must be
prepared to listen at length and not be concerned with how his time is
being used. What may seem to be pointless stories is important in the
individual's eyes. These long, seemingly futile, autobiographies are
necessary to the creation of a trusting, familiar atmosphere . It is
only after the peripheral thoughts that other memories, more emotionally
charged, come to mind. Understanding the individual's basic world is a
prelude to that which he feels would be misunderstood. Therefore, he
needs to feel totally accepted before he will dare threaten the relation
ship with the shortcomings of his secret world.
The art of counseling is not easily acquired. The counselor first
needs to receive the treasures of personal contact and understanding
before he can impart them to others. The counselor necessarily needs to
�Paul Tournier, A Place for You, trans. Edwin Hudson (New York:
Harper & Row, Publishers, 1968), p. 106.
^Paul Tournier, The Person Reborn, trans. Edwin Hudson (New York:
Harper & Row, Publishers, 1966), p. 217.
�^^Tournier, The Person Reborn, p. 219.
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be aware of the struggle that a burdened and troubled person has In being
understood. While in a crisis the parishioner stands alone, confronted
with insurmountable difficulties. The first major breakthrough he will
experience is in personal contact, that is, interpersonal dialogue, with
another person. The counselor cannot know the value of this experience
unless he has experienced it, nor can he communicate such understanding
unless he has understood.
Tournier believes that when care is taken in listening and
interest is given to the person, counseling passes from mere psycho
logical theory to the realm of spirit where mechanism and behavior take
a secondary role to the motive. However, the spirit does include physical
and psychical symptoms. Psychological technique is applied to bridge
from the personage to the person. But unless free and open dialogue is
permitted, counseling may fixate at the theoretical level. The point
he would make is that listening allows a free flow of feeling and thought,
uninterrupted by the counselor's opinions and academic illustrations.
The recounting of a life-story, a mind thinking aloud, freed
from the bonds of formalism, leads one inevitably to the considera
tion of problems which are no longer psychological but spiritual,
problems such as the meaning of life and of the world, of disease
and of death, of sin and of faith, or one's own scale of values, �'��^
When care is taken to listen (and Tournier agrees with the appli
cation of non-directive technique) , there is an emphasis placed on the
person rather than the problem, on the spirit of his being rather than
the symptoms it has created. It is a passing from the technical and
analytic to the synthetic and existential.
The counselor is advised to give up all pretenses to direct the
person who has come to him for help. This is assured in the non-directive
�^�'�Toumier, The Meaning of Persons , p. 109.
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attitude. At all cost the counselor must not tell him what to do or
even be thinking of a solution. The counselor is actually incapable of
12forming a judgment about another intricate life. Authentic and lasting
conviction or decision cannot come from any preconceived idea outside the
person in need. Solutions, values, purposes and meanings must be the
result of a spontaneous decision involving the very heart of the person.
If he is permitted by the counselor to step when and where he pleases,
then he alone as a whole and responsible person finds his way to his own
answer. .Listening encourages the person to find his own way by trial
and error rather than adopt clinical choices that do not consider the
whole being as unique and able to surmount his own mountains.
His belief in the listening and in the non-directive process
came through examining his own motives and interests in counseling. In
his own words, Tournier recalls:
Once upon a time, because of my very zeal to help people in
their difficulties, I concerned myself chiefly with what I ought
to say to them, labile they were speaking to me, I was worrying
about how to answer the problems of their lives. Today I realize
that it is more important to listen to them with interest than to
think about what my answer should be. And it is no artificial
interest� there is nothing more fascinating than to understand a
human life.^^
At first the relationship was unbalanced in a subject-to-object
or an "I-It" association where the focus was not on the person but on
the symptom and solution. The change is made, then, to the subject- to-
subject relationship or "I-Thou" in dialogue. The counselor is intently
interested in the person and the person feels this interest and
l^xournier, A Place for You, p. 151.
l^aul Tournier, The Healing of Persons, trans. Edwin Hudson (New
York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1965), pp. 56-57.
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understanding because he is not being directed or channeled. He feels
also the respect and trust due him when he is not told that everything
has an easy solution. When the counselor gives his Individual attitudes
to listening, he pays the highest respect to that individual. The
counselor is the one who is willing to understand and comprehend and
accept the person before him.
THE COUNSELING RELATIONSHIP
Dialogue, with emphasis on listening, is only the beginning of
Tournier's approach to counseling. The media used are only tools within
the framework of his philosophy of counseling. Far above this formation
of technique is the even deeper dialogue of the relationship. True
dialogue can take place after Information and the preliminary defense
mechanisms have faded from the focus of the conversation. True dialogue
is used as a means of access to the person.
Establishing the Relationship
In order" to establish a meaningful counseling relationship,
Tournier believes that the counselor should be as real and as transparent
as he desires of his counselee. The counselor need not be afraid to
frankly admit his own weaknesses and inborn shortcomings. Not that he
be derogatory or critical of himself, but through sharing he allows
himself to be drawn closer by means of common crises or similar feelings,
though expressed in different experiences.
The apprehension of the person is not dependent on the theories
or images that may be created in the counselor's mind, or upon historical
accuracy of what is communicated, but rather upon the sincerity within
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the relationship which is essential for constructive personal contact.
The consulting room should be a place for truth and the attitudes which
are created in this room emanate from the counselor. If the goal of the
relationship is to help this person become himself, then it is necessary
for the one who leads him in this venture to be himself also. If the
counselor hides his private thoughts, the person who wishes to be so open
will hide to the same degree.
Tournier calls this interaction the reciprocity of conscious
ness. His premise is understood that hy allowing his person to be dis
covered and knoxra, the occasion for discovering and knowing the other
person comes in the natural course of the relationship. Throughout the
relationship there is a continual becoming and a constant casting aside
of the personage. When the person can see that before him is another
human being who has temptations and failures and has experienced in all
this the grace of God, then they together are one in seeking the answers
from God.
Intimate contact may cost the counselor more than advice. It
requires him to give of himself, to share his convictions, his faith and
the recesses of his soul. The troubled person must be considered as more
than an interesting case; he must become a friend. In true dialogue the
focus is on getting to know the person and in being interested in the
person rather than in his ideas and experiences.
I am quite willing to tell a patient about experiences I have
had in my personal life ....
This may be a great help to him in realizing that I too have my
battles and my defeats, my backslidings . But it is particularly a
question of honesty toward him, since if he is exceptionally frank
with me, it behooves me to be the same with him. I think what dis
tinguishes me most clearly from the specialists in psychotherapy of
all the varying schools is this commitment of my person in the
dialogue with the patient, my readiness to talk to him about my own
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problems. This is what gives a spiritual tonality to our encounters,
for all spiritual relationships are reciprocal.!^
A change of tone actually marks the beginning of the true dialogue.
Interaction causes the personage to efface itself, thus allowing the person
or the spirit to appear. By adopting a more personal tone the pastor
helps others to become more personal. And it is not so difficult because
all men thirst for this real contact. The plunge into the deeper things
that are at the heart of the trouble takes place in the undisguised and
transparent atmosphere. The clue to a transforming relationship is the
sudden flash of honesty which overwhelms anything false or hidden.
Complete openness between each other is the necessary objective
if the person is to be understood thoroughly. Such a concept respects
the needs and identity and the importance of one individual above the
need to examine and give advice to a hundred others in a superficial
ministry. It is not the registering of details that counts for success,
because notes on observations do not reveal the person. However, the
information process is valuable in establishing an honest relationship
with each other. He vjould continue with this procedure, expecting the
learning and telling to develop into a deeper sharing and finally into
an understanding of the very core of the person. In this moment of
understanding two persons meet, discovering each other not from without
but from within.
Tournier insists on absolute respect for the individual as a
human being created by God and in that sense as a spiritual being and
that, in spite of all his faults and wretchedness, he still retains
Tournier, The Adventure of Living, p. 68.
Tournier, The Meaning of Persons, p. 21.
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something of God. In every person there should be seen the image of
Jesus Christ. �'�^ Respect can liberate the individual from inferiority
feelings and from doubts and fears. If he can recognize himself as one
created by God, then he can discover the road to self-respect and
confidence .
The two approaches to the person, that of gathering information
and that of spiritual communion, are considered mutually supporting. The
mind is not readily able to comprehend the total man at once as a person.
Attention must be given first to one and then, expecting the event of
transparency, undivided attention is given to the person. In his words:
"If we concentrate on the phenomena, the person escapes us; if we see
the person, the phenomena [of the experience� the uniqueness] becomes
blurred. "1^
He does believe, as mentioned above, in a moment of understanding.
In that moment the counselor passes from information to communion, he
passes from the phenomena to the person. But it should be remembered
that information about the phenomena was the path that led to this com
munion. In classic terms, the personage was the door through which the
person was experienced. Through information the case is understood;
18
through communion the person is understood.
The relationship begins in a dialogue, in the broad sense of the
word, and progresses through information and understanding of each other
to the depth of communion in the presence of God where the person is laid
l^Toumier, The Person Reborn, p. 200.
^^Tournier, The Meaning of Persons, p. 26.
^^Toumier, The Meaning of Persons, p. 25.
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bare in the atmosphere of honesty and sincerity. Here the person dis
covers himself from the peaks to the valleys of the meanings to the
experiences he has had. The beginning of the relationship is trans
parency on the part of both persons involved. The communion is then
established on the base of a true dialogue.
All ideas are the revelation of experience that has become a
part of the thought process. The way to develop this desirable dialogue
is to become aware of the counselee's experiences. It will be found
that the counseling relationship will be deeper if it passes beyond the
dogmatism and the arguing of beliefs and the debate over definitions to
the living experience. This is what brings two persons together.
Empathic listening becomes real when the counselor discovers that the
person before him is not so different in the area of needs.
This man who tells me he has no faith, I find to be quite close
to me when we talk about our real lives. Like me, he has known dif
ficulties and victories, advances and retreats; for men's real prob
lems are all alike and very simple�fear, covetousness , revold, and
despair. He has the same need to believe, and the same waves of
doubt as I.-!^
Tlie relationship then is built on the living experience of both
persons in dialogue. Both persons must be themselves with a growing
awareness of the appearing person before them. The counselor must give
of himself and become a friend to the individual. He must share of
himself what he expects to be shared by the one with whom he speaks.
Obstacles to the Relationship
The relationship, though built around friendship, sharing and
dialogue, should bear in it the caution which protects it from becoming
Tournier, The Person Reborn, p. 106.
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dependent and abusive. Certain conditions in the relationship are still
important no matter what the bond may be. And if soul-healing is to
progress, these conditions must be acknowledged. It is bound up in the
respect for the human person and in the reverence for the self-hood of
the individual. If his secrets are disclosed through the carelessness of
the confidant, then the relationship is not only destroyed but his guilt
will spawn an even greater problem. There is a bond of trust that accom
panies the sharing dialogue. If the relationship is damaged, the person
may not be able to continue in complete honesty. The exemplary relation
ship between the pastor and parishioner should not be tested at the
expense of freely disclosing the shared person with others.
There are so many obstacles that can determine the failure of a
constructive relationship. A person needs to feel deeply loved in order
to share an intimate secret charged with emotions . Beneath the flow of
words are his deepest thoughts and feelings which lie hidden and protected
by silence. Although a complete unveiling of inner thoughts is an abso
lute necessity for a deep self-understanding, its flow is often blocked
by very real fears .
The individual may fear criticism that would come as a threatening
blow from a trusted friend. He feels that he will not be understood by
another who thinks, feels and acts differently. He may fear that he will
break down and cry. If the pastor is not sensitive enough, the individual
will fear that his secret will not be sensed with the tremendous impor
tance with which it is charged. How painful it is when such sharing falls
flat. He may fear receiving advice in the form of ready-made answers. It
comes in a shower of inapplicable counsels that frustrate the individual
but console the pastor's shortcomings. The troubled individual comes to
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be heard, to be understood, and to be loved, not to be dismissed with
parables and proverbs from another's experiences.
Pastors are often in a hurry and never allow themselves the time
to develop deep and lasting relationships. They rush from one activity
to another with great devotion and zeal. But as they concern themselves
with these technical problems they have no time for the intimate confes
sions and secrets between persons that create the personal bond so
necessary in counseling. Because of his zeal and overcrowded schedule,
his fatigue and preoccupations give him an excuse to avoid person-to-
person dialogue. 20
But even beyond the hectic schedule, his motivating force favors
the activity over the intimacy. There is a self -preserving instinct that
prompts the pastor to run away in order to avoid dialogue. He tends to
hide behind his professional shield of silence, or perhaps irrelevant
chit-chat or his eruditions, quotations, abstractions, theories, academic
debate, technical jargon, or ready-made answers. Whatever the shield, it
is still the personage protecting the person. And if the person is pro-
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tected by one, it likewise will not be revealed by the other. The
too-busy pastor is often afraid of reality. He pretends to know himself
but is frequently afraid of that knowledge just as he is afraid of the
intimate knowledge of others. He loves people but fears opening himself
to them in dialogue.
The fears of his own emotions prevent his personal Involvement.
He too is afraid of having his heart touched or of weeping with another.
Tournier, The Meaning of Persons, p. 146.
Tournier, The Meaning of Persons, p. 143.
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He would rather be seen as strong, not revealing his sensitivity. He is
afraid that such a demonstration of empathy might be taken as a sign of
22weakness and he would feel ashamed because of it.
Another fear that is an obstacle to the counseling relationship
is judgment. The pastor should avoid superimposing his moral diagnosis
upon the problems of the troubled individual. The pastor may distinguish
in others the base of their behavior pattern and relate it to several
mechanisms. But upon evaluating himself and seeing the same behavior
he will attribute it to self-will, lack of love or� in a word�sin. If,
then, it is projected onto the other as a suggestion to answer his
problem, the parishioner may see this self-critical evaluation as an
23
imposed judgment and a misunderstanding . As a result, no constructive
experience can come from this judgment. Rather, he is defensive and
this prevents him from seeing himself and undergoing the experience of
change. The pastor may believe that he is leading the person toward
self-examination but is, in effect, driving him from it. The necessary
ingredient for this constructive self-examination is for the judge to
recognize and acknowledge in his heart that he too is as guilty and in
need of repentance. Tournier remembers the time
. . . when a man has been sobbing in my consulting-room as he
has given expression to his disappointment with himself, his faults
and failures, his despair and his feelings of inferiority! He is
nearer to the Kingdom of God than I who listen to him; and I come
nearer� to the Kingdom, as well as to the man�only in so far as I
recognize that I am as guilty, as powerless, as inferior and as
desperate as he is. Only then also can I help him, for I am
Tournier, The Meaning of Persons, p. 153.
23Tournier, The Person Reborn, p. 120.
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delivered from all spirit of judgment. I am his companion in
repentance and in waiting for grace.
The spirit of judgment evaporates when the judge becomes con
scious of his own faults and speaks freely of them to the person before
him. It also permits the troubled person to speak freely of those faults
which make him despise himself.
For nothing is more contagious than confession. It is such that
anyone who aspires to the role of confessor should himself confess
with great care. Otherwise he will experience the most lively
uneasiness at each confession made to him for it will awaken within
him the painful memory of personal faults, and he would feel dis
honest to keep silent about them before a penitent who is so frank
in confession his own,^^
At any rate, because people fear being judged they would choose
the doctor or therapist rather than the clergyman who is invested with
the spirit of judgment. The virtue of psychotherapy is non-judgment and,
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as such, is nearer the grace of God than the clergyman. Judgment
destroys the liberating experience of the gospel. When a man feels that
he has been misunderstood, as he puts it, it means that he feels judged
while being innocent and fears the repercussions.
Any man under the rebuff of accusation, has a defensive reflex
of self-justification. A reply to the accusation immediately springs
to mind. Arguments come flooding up, fill his thoughts and leave no
room for humiliation or a confession of his faults.^
Thus, the tragic consequence of judgment is the blocking of the
way to grace. The voice of judgment drowns the voice of God. He is
2^Paul Tournier, Guilt & Grace, trans. Arthur W. Heathcote (New
York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1962), p. 112.
n c
Tournier, Guilt A Grace , p. 85.
^^Tournier , Guilt &_ Grace , P- 102.
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Tournier, Guilt &^ Grace, PP . 80-81.
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driven beyond the reach of the divine voice and his self-justifying
reflex eclipses his moral sense.
If it is true that men are afraid of each other, it is because
they fear criticism and judgment. They defend by attacking or reacting
in any way to avoid a false sense of guilt.
Every judgment that I make of a man, even if I am careful to say
nothing to him, even if I hide it deep in my heart, and even if I am
almost or entirely unaware of it myself, makes between him and me an
unbridgeable gulf and hopelessly prevents my giving him any effective
assistance. By my judgment, I drive him more deeply into his faults
rather than free him from them.^^
It is impossible to help an individual by denouncing his faults,
especially when not asked to do so. If the pastor is convinced that he
acts only for the other's good and out of love, he errs. If he truly
loves this individual and wishes him perfection, the pastor will suffer
through the imperfections and encourage him in his own existence and
self-examination .
The various fears, especially that of judgment, are not the only
obstacles to a constructive counseling relationship. A very real and
ever present danger for the counselor is developing and using a spirit
of dogmatism.
The spirit of dogmatism, whether it is intellectualist or prag
matic, is a spirit of systematization which claims to formulate truth,
to comprehend it in a coherent whole and defend it; which claims to
have found truth rather than to be seeking it; which is less critical
of itself than of its opponents. ^9
Dogmatism is responsible for a lost sense of wonder as well as
a sense of mental poverty. Having "found" truth, dogmatism gives up any
further quest for truth. And it is proud and arrogant about its possession.
'Tournier, �>Jilt &^ Grace , p. 80.
Tournier, The Person Reborn, p. 102.
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When a counselor possesses this spirit he becomes a systematic
answering service. He quotes from journals, from his experience and from
the Bible in order to relieve the guilt and anxiety of his parishioner.
He does not realize the harm done by quoting isolated passages. Problems
are not resolved by religious exhortations .^^ Minds are not relieved
with dictionaries. Problems in life are borne in feeling and emotion,
not in thought. The greatest harm comes when the person realizes that,
instead of being properly treated, his suffering is being used as a means
of forcing him to accept the imposing doctrines of the counselor. But
nothing will turn him from faith any more readily than this. Each
person deduces from his personal experience a system of thought which he
sets up as the truth against all other systems of thought. When a pastor
has found a way of life or philosophy for himself, he is impelled to make
others take the same road. But what was once a spontaneous act of life
has now become a doctrine to be taught as the sole truth, and the system
has no room for new acts of faith. What is more, he hides his own weak
nesses and failures for fear of revealing the fallacy of his system. And
out of fear of it being discovered, he will point to the errors of others
and use their inconsistencies to demonstrate the worthlessness of their
system while promoting his ovm.-''^
Offering a spiritual ministry does not mean telling people to
take the same pathway just because it is best for one person.
Our ovm personal experience can never be taken as the norm for
other people. . . . Each of us has his own temperament; one is more
�^�^Toumier, A Place for You, p. 141.
^-'-Tournier, The Person Reborn, p. 10.
^^Tournier, The Person Reborn, p. 98.
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intuitive, another more logical; one is more intellectual, another
more emotional. The relationship of each with God will be marked
with the stamp of his own particular temperament. ^3
Although the pastor does not realize it, he can do harm through
his witnessing. By sermonizing on another's problems he crushes them
instead of helping them. He is prone to emphasize the spiritual light
he has seen and avoid mentioning the shadows that remain. He will con
tinually emphasize the triumphs and not mention the defeats. Thus, a
portrait is painted that does not correspond with the reality of his
life. The pastor inevitably then places himself in a position of
superiority to others. He is no longer a companion in suffering. He
becomes concerned with ideas, not the person. His ministry becomes
limited to the objective and the personage. And once the personage
reappears x^rith its systems and claims to truth, the most sincere efforts
will only cause further repression of his person rather than liberation.
The pastor who imposes his science and theology reduces his capability
of healing anyone. �^'^
If the pastor imposes his values upon the individual, he will be
treating him as less than a responsible person. Nor can he be abandoned
to his own solitude. The pastor must commit himself to following his
parishioner with love and patience through the twisting pathway. He
should not lose hope even when the wrong direction has been chosen.
Above all advice and dogmatic counsel, the person needs a dialogue. No
one learns to understand himself in isolation or in defense but only in
a person-to-person encounter with another. The need is not for someone
^�^Tournier, The Meaning of Persons . p. 166.
^^Tournier, The Meaning of Persons, p. 191.
Tournier, The Adventure of Living, p. 173.
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who will give a slick answer from the scriptures or from experience, but
for someone v;ho will listen carefully trying to understand and identify
with the person. In this way he will choose his own adventure and
become his own person and be able to commit himself to it. People want
to discover themselves.
One final obstacle that Tournier warned against is declaring
success over the problem prematurely. The counselor will, many times,
form an image of his parishioner according to his own psychological
complexes or his own projected ideals. He will fashion and distort them
into what he wants the person to be. But he cannot be sure that the
portrait he receives from the individual or from himself is a true one.
And the key lies within the circumstances of the person's own existence.
This conception of the personality before him is not only premature but
unwarranted and will not contribute to the person's healing.
The moment I think I have understood the cause of a given piece
of behavior, I have closed my mind to the possibility of research on
other aspects of behavior. The moment I think I have understood
someone, I stop helping him, because I am no longer in an attitude
of seeking. Man is an inexhaustible mystery. He fits into none of
our categories of thought.
The point is, men are infinitely diverse and something new can always be
learned if the spirit of seeking is kept alive and unsatisfied. Every
aspect of man's behavior overlaps and intertwines with another.
All the obstacles mentioned above can be caused by anxiety on
the part of the counselor. Because he is anxious about what he will say
or reply to the person's problems, he finds it easy to escape through
talking about something he does know. He will, unconsciously at times,
divert the conversation to subjects less uncomfortable. In addition, if
^^Tournier, The Person Reborn, p. 107.
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diversion does not succeed the pastor will be careful not to probe too
deeply for fear of not knowing how to help the individual solve these
deep-seated problems. After weeks of consultatlon with a patient,
Tournier noticed that the sessions were not bearing fruit. He observes:
Then I prayed about it, and it was borne in upon me that the
obstacle was in me: I was concerning myself too much with being
successful, in order to prove myself worthy of the confidence my
colleague had shoxm in me.^'^
Because he wanted to be successful he was less natural and less a person.
His answers spoke only to his own experience.
The pastor's awareness of these hidden mechanisms will keep him
from pitfalls which occur in the course of his counseling relationship.
They are dangerous obstacles that may cause repression, misunderstanding,
and dishonesty betx^/een two people who desire a constructive healing
relationship .
THE ROLE OF THE PASTOR IN THE COUNSELING RELATIONSHIP
Turning to the more practical aspects of Tournier's method, the
pastoral counselor himself comes under scrutiny. His personality and
attitude are major factors contributing to the course of the counseling
relationship. The reason for counseling is to create a process of change
within the unhappy person. And not only must the person's obstructions
to a happy life be removed but also those of the counselor must not enter
the picture. It is the counselor's personality which communicates and
not his facts or theories .
If the counselor's personality is shallow or he fears emotional
depth, then the relationship will reflect that level of healing and will
S^Toumier, The Meaning of Persons, p. 35.
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be only superficial. The counselor can only involve himself to that
depth to which he himself has descended. He should practice confession
not only for the forgiveness but to be at ease when another is confessing
to him.
For when the confession x^e are hearing calls to our minds the
thought of a sin we have not confessed, we start thinking about our
selves, instead of devoting our wholehearted attention to the person
x^ho is confessing .^^
The pastor's role and person become the extending or limiting factors in
the healing process.
The encounter of two persons is, on the one hand, a fact- theory-
exchange and, on the other, a dialogue between persons. The counselor
may stand sympathetically with an individual and not Involve his emotions
or person with him. But there is a time in the encounter when the coun
selor must take a position with regard to the man before him and commit
himself to a person-to-person relationship. This is unavoidable at the
moment of inner personal communion.
There is, in this exchange, a double dialogue. The first is
apparent and visible. It is formed of words, confidences, looks and
gestures: an encounter of personages. The second exists because of the
first, yet lends extrinsic value to the first. The dialogue has two
meanings. The first nourishes and satisfies the personage while the
second is always expressed and perceived by the person. Therefore,
the person of the counselor is the key factor, not his degrees, his
theories nor his clothing. It is his innermost being that matters.
38Tournier, The Person Reborn, p. 221.
39Toumier, The Meaning of Persons, p. 131.
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The Person of the Pastor
There is an ethical and spiritual influence extended by the
counselor. He communicates to others, whether consciously or not, his
conception of life, his philosophy and his beliefs. He reveals his
secrets and convictions. In doing this he creates a verbal and emotional
40
reciprocity. The other person will share himself to the extent that,
the counselor reveals himself. And what is revealed is the person.
Tournier believes that:
the ministry of soul-healing does not finally depend on what
we do for a person, but on what we are ourselves. The victory of
faith must first be won in me. I must myself believe in God's grace
for my patient, I must believe in his victory, in the dissolution of
his problems, which are insoluble on the human level. This is not
easy! Too often one pretends to believe, in order to be encouraging,
without really believing. But if we do really believe, and if we
communicate that faith despite every objection and every failure,
relying on God's promises and on the proofs we have ourselves
received of His faithfulness in our deliverance, then we see His
promises fulfilled once again.
In order to help an individual win the victories of faith, the
pastor must have found faith himself. It is true that being in contact
with another's anxiety, the pastor daily becomes more aware of his own
anxiety. He sees that, like everyone else, he is repressing it in an
attempt to communicate an impression of well-being. As the pastor helps
the individual look at himself honestly, the pastor finds himself faced
with the intolerable necessity of looking lucidly at his own life. The
presence of anxieties are burdensome and distracting to the counselor, for
he cannot see the speck in the other person's eyes for the mote in his own.
'^^Tournier, Secrets . p. 44.
^�'-Tournier, The Person Reborn, p. 38.
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The pastor's ministry is to prepare the way for grace. It is
necessary that he be equipped to go before the person to the throne of
God. But before he can hope to bring Christ to others, he himself is
required to be dedicated totally to Him. It demands no science, no
formula, no method, but an inner disposition and total surrender toward
God. When Christ is received, His intense interest and love for others
is also received. And when his heart is opened to God it is likewise
opened to fellowmen. He becomes an instrument and a channel of divine
healing.
Each pastor is confronted with the task of looking at himself
honestly and adjusting his own relationship with God and his own tend
encies in order to achieve a person of depth who is in communication
with God. His ministry will depend on the spirit in which he acts.
Successful healing relationships involve the person in dialogue. They
are not dependent on what he is doing but on what he is feeling. And
all this depends on personal contact with Christ. "If I am in contact
with Jesus Christ men and women will come to me and will bring their
burdens. If my contact with God is not strong enough then our conver-
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sation becomes common.
The person of the pastor becomes the vehicle and the fuel for
the relationship. He provides honesty, depth of sharing, courage and
companionship. As the relationship progresses the pastor's person is
the strength to extinguish the fears and anxieties of the troubled
individual.
^'^Toumier, To Understand Each Other, p. 55.
'^^Paul Tournier, "I Myself in Front of Him," (Part II of an
unpublished paper delivered at the Wheaton Graduate School Lectures of
1961, April 1961, Wheaton, Illinois), p. 10.
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_Gullt, Confession and the Priestly Role
Another vital role of the pastor in his counseling relationships
is that of priest. Because of the tremendous need of man to confess his
guilt there is the need for a confessor, one through whom communication
to God may flow. The greater feeling of guilt is accompanied by the fear
of God and the need to hide the sin in the recesses of the subconscious.
And like Adam the individual hides. What isolates this individual most
in his life are his secrets.
It is our own secrets, however, that separate us the most from
others: remorse for our wrongdoings, fears that haunt us, disgust
with ourselves that we continually succumb to a certain recurring
temptation, inner doubts so vividly in contrast with our air of
self-confidence, our jealousy and our anger, and even the naive
daydreams of glory by v/hich we console ourselves . ^'^
Much of this is false guilt, feelings of falling short of social
or religious expectations. These, too, are concerns of the priest. The
release from these repressions is in itself a work of grace. His task as
a pastor is to reject this moralism and help the individual track down
the taboos and fears of human judgment, ". . .so that the patient can
discover his genuine convictions, his own individuality, harmony with
himself and his inward ca11 In time the guilt-laden individual will
progress from his guilt of "doing" with its endless rationalizations and
arrive at the conviction of a guilt of "being". Herein lies the convic
tion that does not stop at "I have made a mistake," but moves to the
highest plane of confession, "I am a sinful man".^^
^^Paul Tournier, Escape From Loneliness, trans. John S. Gilmour
(Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1962), p. 45.
'^^Tournier, Guilt & Grace, pp. 123-124.
46Tournier, Guilt & Grace, p. 116.
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The conviction of guilt is naturally followed by confession.
Confession is the necessary and sufficient gateway to any spiritual
action. Confession can occur at any time, for it is not a specific act
but a state of the mind. Doctors consider that confession occurs at
the time of an intense shudder of shame and hiamiliation. For many people
confession is made by their honest attitude toward life.^^ The con
fession is of the mind and not of any particular form. And as such it
is not only a matter of confessing the wrongs of the person, but it
becomes a liquidator of all undischarged past emotions. During the
struggle of painfully moving toward a complete confession, the individual
is involved in an inner dialogue. The voice of conscience says, "You
have sinned," and the voice of God adds, "Confess it."'^^
God knows all secrets and sins and yet He wants man to tell them
to Him. God respects the person as He waits for a free confession. He
awaits a demonstration of the person's love and confidence. He waits
for the person to choose Him as Confidant. Confession does not bring
49
complete release unless it is made to God.
But there are natural barriers betX'/een the confesser and God.
Therefore, confession that comes too easily is to be guarded. An authen
tic confession is always a hard struggle for both the confesser and the
listener. Even though the individual is aware of the deep moral causes
of his ills and is burning with desire to confess them, he cannot over
come the inner resistance that prevents him from exposing the shortcomings
Tournier, The Person Reborn, p. 217.
'Tournier, The Meaning of Persons, p. 74.
Tournier, Secrets , p. 58.
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of the person. He eagerly grasps at the counselor's psychological
explanations. He is aware of the illogical character of his guilt, and
that in itself will hold him back. He fears that the counselor will not
take the confession V7ith the proper attitude. He visualizes the counselor
rationalizing or generalizing, which would bring embarrassment rather than
relief. He knows of the religious tendency to universal values and
general ideas.
Only when he has the confidence of being listened to and under
stood and believed without explanation will he confess what weighs so
heavily upon him. The counselor must assure the individual that he may
recall any memories, actions, feelings, associations and ideas without
the fear of incurring moral criticism or judgment. Even though the
pastor passionately desires to relieve this guiltiness, he can destroy
the person by denying the person's sinfulness, or by emphasizing what
he is not guilty of, which already implies in what he is guilty. To
trace the boundaries of false guilt implies tracing out the true guilt.
So in his plight to free others hurriedly, the pastor sets himself up
as judge.
An atmosphere of real trust is necessary. It is a communion
established between two persons who come into the presence of God
together. In times of honesty, when the person is being discovered,
there arises the memory of things for which he feels responsibility and
it arouses a sense of guilt. Sin is emminently an act of the person.
The experience of authenticity culminates in confession, when an indi
vidual surrenders his most intimate secrets. The vistory comes only in
Tournier, Guilt & Grace, p. 76.
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an atmosphere in which the dialogue assures the person of being loved
and understood. At the same time there is an inner struggle to be honest
to the bitter end. The end then is a desire to give up that which is so
charged with guilt. Confession is an appeal for fellowship and strength
and grace that will break into the cycle of sin and destroy it.
There are two personal contacts in this confessional dialogue:
one with another person and the other with God. The latter is that which
liberates and reveals the person. The dialogue on the human plane has no
significance apart from the inner movement of the soul toward personal
contact with God. There is in the presence of God a calling forth of
the person wherein the sin lies.^"''
The priest is the person who attempts to intercede and help the
other person into the presence of God. The priest is confronted with
the greatest of all pastoral duties� to bring the guilty into contact
with Forgiveness. For those vast numbers of people who are sick for
confession, the priest offers not a sacrament but a communication as an
event involving the soul. Such a personal confession is particularly
the attitude of the mind which is bearing witness to the sin and forgive
ness. The attitude is quite simply that of complete honesty towards him
self and towards his partner in dialogue as well as with God. The emphasis
is on the responsibility which characterizes the confession and which makes
it an act of rebirth of the person.
According to Tournier, soul-healing always boils down to just one
thing: taking a person into the presence of Christ. This is not
�Tournier, The Meaning of Persons, p. 160.
Tournier, The Meaning of Persons, p. 157.
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accomplished by exhorting him, but is realized as the priest goes with
the individual as a brother, following him step by step by step, praying
that he will not slip back. Of course, there is a responsibility to the
pastor who must lead another to Christ. He himself must be willfully
entrusted to God's care and must not presume that his spiritual maturing
is merit enough for leading others.
It is imperative that the priest be in constant touch with God's
grace, realizing that his priestly office functions through the Spirit
of God. He should not consider himself the end of the confession. His
presence is not what the guilty seeks, but the presence of Christ who
alone can dwell within. In the presence of God and in submission to His
will the individual can accept himself as he is and accept the hard
struggle that comes with the place he occupies in life. And if true guilt
is God's reproach, the priest can only help the individual approach God
and listen to His judgment. But divine judgment should never come from
the lips of the priest. At the same time, the secret that is confessed
must not be disclosed because liberation will come only if the individual
is sure the secret will be kept. The sacredness of this office cannot
be overemphasized.
Because guilt is the universal sickness of the world, the need
for a confessor, a priest, is paramount to the release from its bonds.
Man is laden with fears, sufferings, sorrows and disappointments. He is
extremely alone. Although he may lead an active social life he still has
negative emotions which eat away at him over the years. Man lives with
these feelings because he has not yet fotind someone in whom he has enough
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confidence to unburden himself .^-^ And as long as man is preoccupied
with being understood he cannot be free to understand those in need of
grace.
The priest has the responsibility to listen, to understand, to
intercede and to carry out the command of Christ to remit sins in the
name of the Savior.
Tournier, To Understand Each Other, p. 49.
Chapter 5
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Tournier has given the pastor a doctrine of man that is prac
tical and biblical. He has brought new insight into the situation of
man in both natural and religious states. Christian resources have
taken on a new dynamic perspective as he explains God's relationship
to man and its power to create a new person. These topics consummate
in a philosophy of counseling that is applicable to pastoral counseling
As they are applied, the role of pastor is extended to new responsi
bilities .
SUMMARY
The contribution of the person and personage concepts are impor
tant to the pastor's understanding of human nature. Realizing that there
is a spirit which lies beyond the observable symptoms and mechanisms is
fundamental to the com.prehension of man. The personage is a facade of
reactions and beliefs which is bestowed by God as a clothing for the
person. But in the process of development, the personage becomes cor
rupted and excessively burdened with the demands of society, culture, and
of the person. The personage is the mind and body, and these are the
person's media of expression. And because the personage is developed
by man, he becomes a slave to vanities and egoisms he has created. Thus,
man becomes locked into a set pattern of behavior which may prevent the
person from spontaneous new behavior.
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The person desires freedom of expression but is suppressed
because it dares not to affirm its existence for fear of criticism and
judgment. It continues to hide behind the socially acceptable personage.
The person is intangible and not perceivable by objective investigation.
It is a potential, a development, a plan known to God who will lead it
to fulfillment.
The person and the personage are inseparable because each depends
upon the other, for creation and insulation. Therefore, it is impossible
to grasp the real person without the personage. They are interrelated
to the extent that if the personage is removed the person is destroyed.
But the person is revealed in the presence of God and here it can freely
choose and assert itself without fear of judgment.
Since the fall of man, the person has been controlled by complexes,
instincts and reflexes which have left him in a deterministic existence.
But the person is creative and is led by God in the development of per
sonality which is a combination of body, mind and spirit. The terra body
is used to describe the physical, animated vessel. The mind is known as
the will, intelligence, feeling and moral sense. The spirit expresses
itself through both body and mind, but is neither. Rather, the spirit
is concerned with the personal relationship of man with God. It fashions
the mind and body in accordance with that relationship. The spirit also
determines the limits of interrelatedness of one element with the other.
Through it man in a unity maintains a relationship with God.
This unity and relationship is complicated by man's moral condi
tion. He finds himself imperfect and powerless to overcome his disturbed
relationship. Disobedience has brought him into a state of sin. And for
this he is not only anxious but lives in a constant state of guilt, some
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of which Is generated by society, and inappropriate behavior, and some
grows out of a failure to be oneself. His guilt becomes even more
unbearable in the presence of God for it has caused him to isolate him
self against men and Creator.
In addition to man's nature and moral condition, he has a problem
of being in two worlds at one time. His existence in the world of nature
and the world of spirit remains a mystery to him. He finds in the nat
ural order a spiritual meaning and sees in the supernatural order a
natural meaning. The problem of man is this tension between belonging
to nature and not being a part of it while being a spiritual creature
at home with God. Man has lost control of both worlds and cannot grasp
the full meaning of his existence in either. The suppression of either
world only brings incompleteness to life. The only answer, then, lies
in harmonizing the two.
The desire for unity has caused man to embark on a search for
the meaning of his existence which has led him to seek the beyond. He
has a universal religious need for control and guidance from the God
above these worlds. In addition to this search he has a built-in drive
toward unattainable perfection where he expects to solve his frustra
tions. In his path of searching he leaves more imperfect worlds and
inadequate gods. As a result, he abuses his spirit and misuses his
natural religious instinct in serving his own purpose. He moralizes,
making rules, and creates superstitions with counter-spells for his
protection. He creates a neurotic fear of the unknown and of sinning
unwittingly without evil intent.
Religion is in urgent need of rediscovering the demands of a
true morality where sin is not a catalog of social convention, but rather
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is everything that may hinder a genuine relationship with God. A morality
is needed that looks at what man is and seeks to understand, rather than
judge. God's grace must be discovered and seeking self relinquished. It
is true that communion with God will sharpen guilt, but it also removes
true guilt from its source where the behavior and wrong attitude is pro
duced. The religion of grace frees man from the vicious circle of frus
tration, guilt and defeat, and leads him to repentance and forgiveness.
Tournier distinguishes the resources of the Christian faith which
are helpful in man's situation. He believes in the dynamics of faith,
repentance, forgiveness and the sum of these, conversion. After the
grace of God penetrates the whole person, man finds himself under con
viction of sin. He humbles himself and accepts the grace which works
repentance. Typically, when man sees his sin he would seek to project
it onto someone else, but under God he confesses and repents, giving a
way to forgiveness. Repentance is the indispensable road that leads to
reconciliation .
True forgiveness comes, then, as a work of grace and not as a
work of effort. It restores harmonious unity to the tearing, contrary
forces in man. Conversion follows and restores well-being and the rela
tionship with God. It replaces the need for weak and strong reactions
with confidence and trust in the Spirit of God to intercede. Conversion
is a reversal of attitudes which substitutes obedience for defensiveness .
In Christ the entire person is transformed into a life lived for God.
Man now is maintaining a relationship with God and he embarks on
a creative adventure with his Savior. God invites man to partake of
divine creation for he is now free to throw himself into life and bear
fruit. Obedience to God brings new adventure and new meaning to man's
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life. Man must join himself to the whole of his environment by joining
God. Through this relationship man is free to manifest himself in self-
expression, invent through creative imagination, pursue the final goal
of the universe, love without reservation, and he will risk all to do
these .
The adventure is within the will of God. Therefore, man must
surrender his own will to God's purpose within which there is a divine
plan for everyone. God will lead step by step from one event to another.
Man's own notions about this adventure and preconceived ideas of the will
of God cannot interfere with sincerely following what is plainly under
stood of His will. God's relationship with man results in man's becoming
a person who is able to choose, to participate in community and rely on
the church for further growth. In essence, when man reciprocates and
chooses God he also chooses life, for in affirming God he affirms life
and has come into a person-to-person relationship with God.
The task of pastoral counseling is to take these principles and
apply them to the problems of the person. A philosophy of counseling
includes dialogue and listening. Everyone needs a relationship wherein
free exchange of burdens and secrets is possible. The pastor remains
neutral as he accompanies the person into the detailed places of life
where together they face the feared emotions. He becomes a person
through encountering another person. By giving himself, in dialogue, he
will find himself. The goal of dialogue and of counseling is for the
person to become transparent before himself that his inner recesses may
be examined. Such openness is not a matter of technique but rather a
result of honest sharing without curiosity.
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Dialogue Is accompanied by intense listening. The person is
speaking primarily to be understood and to understand himself. He will
feel existence as others accept and understand him. Listening is the
essence of the pastor's priestly ministry. It is allowing the person to
go beyond the apparent into the hidden. Conversation moves from behavior
patterns to motivating attitudes. Here solutions result from a sponta
neous decision of the heart. The person has found his own way through
the maze of the personage and discovered himself.
The success of counseling depends upon a meaningful counseling
relationship. The counselor should be as real and as transparent as he
would desire of his counselee. The person of the pastor should take
priority over theories and methods. Through the interaction of persons
there is a reciprocity of consciousness, as one person sees that another
has like faults. The counselor is required to give of himself that he
may create an atmosphere of complete openness. He avoids judgment,
criticism, hurried advice, dogmatism and sermonizing in favor of long
listening in the intimacy of God's presence.
The person of the pastor influences the spiritual tenor of the
relationship. The pastor must first win his own victory of faith before
he can lead another to it. He should be equipped to go before the person
to the throne of God. His person is the light to another because he
himself depends on personal contact with Christ.
As priest, he intercedes between person and Christ as he seeks
to bring the guilty into contact with forgiveness. The pastor takes
the person into the presence of Christ. In the presence of God and in
submission to His will, the individual becomes aware of his person and
can accept himself. He will then begin on the great adventure with God.
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The pastor's responsibility is fulfilled in this priestly role which
engages his person to another's through destiny, trust, openness and
dialogue .
CONCLUSION
Tournier has brought to the pastor's attention both a doctrine
of man and a doctrine of God \<rhile presenting them in relationship to
each other. He has given the pastor the responsibility of nurturing
this dialogue and of providing the concrete evidence of such a relation
ship. He has made a lasting contribution to the approach to man through
the pastor. He has brought an awareness of the unsearchable depths of
both the Creator and the creation. He has caused a greater realization
of the value of each individual and of the power of a relationship in
the presence of God. Tournier is highly commended to anyone who works
with people and their problems. He will deepen awareness, appreciation,
love and self. He will lead each reader to a commitment to God and to
life.
There is perhaps one critical point where Tournier may appear
weak in his theological applications. In the book, The Adventure of
Living , he presses traditional Calvinism too strongly into the picture
of surrender to God and knowing the will of God. He has promulgated the
right and responsibility of choosing as a part of living, and yet speaks
of total surrender to God's guidance, even if it is not understood.
�^Paul Tournier, The Adventure of Living, trans. Edwin Hudson
(New York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1965).
^Tournier, The Adventure of Living, p. 188.
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However, he does believe that choosing God is choosing life. A shade
of predestination is visible.
You remember too our analysis of the difficult blending of the
apparently opposite instincts of adventure and of stability. This
also finds an answer in surrender to God's guidance, for God is the
source -of all our instincts. Surrender to him means asking him to
control them as an engineer at the electronic control panel of some
big automated factory directs the various processes by manipulating
his switches.^
It would seem that man's free will as a moral agent has been
destroyed. Rather, man is given the opportunity to constantly choose
between God and self or evil. The surrendered life is always alert and
listening to God, but it has not become anonymous and automatic under
God's will. Perhaps his concepts are not as conclusive as the language
demonstrates, but this type of predestined, controlled life does not
seem congruent to other positions he maintains.
Many themes remain unexplored. The idea of "place" and its
continuity lending to the meaning of life is one that is repeated in all
his writings. It would be interesting to relate Tournier's thought to
that found in major medical and psychological schools of thought. Where
does he fit in the scheme of major concepts? Are his contributions
revolutionary enough to have an impact on the major theories?
Tournier should be compared in further research with current and
future trends in pastoral psychology and psychology of religion. Will
his writings influence pastoral counseling as it is conceived through
Hiltner, Dicks, Gates, Wise, Clinebell, Johnson and others? Further
research should be centered on the meaning of suffering and illness.
�^Tournier, The Adventure of Living, p. 196.
^Tournier, The Adventure of Living, p. 197.
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There are adequate resources for elaboration on all of these themes and
a definite need for their application to pastoral counseling. And no
doubt all these topics, including those in this thesis, could be enhanced
by researching the original French works. His contributions to any
emphasis is of importance to the ministry of Christ.
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